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The cover art for Grimdark Magazine issue #4 was
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Jason Deem is an artist and designer residing in
Dallas, Texas. More examples of his work can be
found at: spiralhorizon.deviantart.com, on Twitter
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From	
  the	
  Editor	
  
	
  
ADRIAN	
  COLLINS	
  
	
  
	
  

With issue #4, we’re now a year old. Beers all round!
Hard to believe it was only twelve months ago that we
listed GdM on Submission Grinder, Duotrope and
Ralan and started getting submissions in.
We’ve been lucky with the authors who have given
us their time and efforts, and even luckier with
amount of readers who have parted with their hardearned to get involved with the ezine.
The GdM team is looking forward to bringing you
more and more grimdark goodness over the next
twelve months. For now, we hope you enjoy issue #4.
Adrian Collins
Founder
Connect with the Grimdark Magazine team at:
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facebook.com/grimdarkmagazine
twitter.com/AdrianGdMag
grimdarkmagazine.com
plus.google.com/+AdrianCollinsGdM/
pinterest.com/AdrianGdM/
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  Dreams	
  
	
  
MATTHEW	
  WARD	
  
	
  
	
  
The vault door was a featureless slab of white stone.
It ran floor to ceiling, with suggestion of neither join
nor crack in its pristine surface. There weren't even
seams where it met the tunnel walls. In fact, Elida
wouldn't have known it was a door at all, but for her
companion's insistence.
Pulling back from the control panel, she threw a
glance in Vortane's direction, the weight of her
airmask making the motion ungainly. The grav-boots
were worse – every step felt like walking through
molasses – but at least they hadn't needed to bother
with full containment suits. He was running a gloved
hand along the surface of the door, as if he could
unlock its secrets by touch. Even with the airmask
half-covering his thin, watchful face, he radiated quiet
intensity.
‘I think I can open it,’ Elida said, wincing at how
tinny her voice sounded through the comm circuit.
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‘You're certain?’
Elida bit back a response that teetered between
irreverence and exasperation. Vortane loved to pull
her strings. ‘Of course not,’ she said instead. ‘I've
never seen anything like this.’
Vortane raised an eyebrow. ‘You remember when I
recruited you? I recall you saying that there wasn't a
lock you couldn't open.’
How could she forget? She'd been desperate to
get out of the Camarelles slums, and had talked up
her skills considerably. Of course, she hadn't known
who or what Vortane was at that point – he'd just been
a saviour, cutting her loose from a term as an
indentured factory worker. ‘I wouldn't know about that.’
‘Just like you don't know about any of this?’ The
comm channel's static couldn't hide his wry
amusement.
‘When it comes to this Forgotten Age stuff,
guesses are all I have. I can bridge the connection. I
think it'll open the door – if it is a door...’
‘It's a door.’
‘...but there's always the possibility it'll trigger
something else instead.’
‘What sort of something else?’
Elida shrugged. ‘An antiquated alarm, defensive
system, emergency coolant venting? Could be
anything.’
Vortane seemed to consider for a moment. ‘Well,
who wants to live forever? Do you? I certainly don't.
I'd get bored.’
A warbling chime cut across the comm channel.
Grimacing at the sudden noise, Elida stabbed a button
on her airmask's cheek-piece, and the sound cut out.
‘That was the shuttle's proximity web,’ she said, trying
to sound surprised.
‘So it was,’ said Vortane. His voice was calm, but
he tapped at the ruby amulet hanging around his
neck, just as he always did when unsettled. ‘A drifting
asteroid isn't the place for a chance meeting –
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someone must have followed us. I must visit Bendick
after we're done here and... reacquaint him with the
precepts of client confidentiality.’
Elida caught his tone and was glad it wasn't
directed at her. ‘Do we continue?’
‘Of course. It's at least a mile back to the surface,
so we've a little time yet. Who knows? We might find
something suitably... welcoming... inside.’
He smiled, leaving her in no doubt that he knew
exactly what was inside the vault. Arrogant devil,
always confident he had the answers. She'd give a
good deal to see him wrong-footed, but only under the
proper circumstances. ‘Understood.’
Reaching into the control panel, Elida pressed the
end of her multitool across what she hoped was the
correct circuit pairing. There was a sharp crack, and a
shower of sparks pattered off her airmask's faceplate.
There was no alarm, just a deep, mournful rumble.
Turning, Elida saw that the face of the door was no
longer smooth. A series of concentric circles had
appeared in the stone. They twisted clockwise and
counter-clockwise, then irised outwards.
Synthflame torch held high, Elida followed Vortane
across the threshold. The crunch of gravel beneath
her boots was replaced by the hollow thud of metal.
Looking down, she saw brass floor tiles gleaming
where her footsteps had scattered the accumulated
dust of centuries. Swirling shapes were embossed
into the faces of the tiles, and torch-cast shadows
pooled in the grooves.
Deeper and deeper into the vault they went, until
Elida could no longer see the entrance. There was
just the patch of floor illuminated by her torch and the
bobbing will o' the wisp of Vortane's synthflame ahead
of her. His stride was careful, unhurried. Apparently
he didn't care that he had pursuers drawing closer all
the time. Arrogance again, she decided. Probably he
thought he'd be able to talk his way out of it.
‘Take a look at this,’ he called, voice crackling
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across the comm channel.
Vortane was standing next to a wall when she
reached him. No, not a wall, Elida realised, a pane of
filthy glass, framed in ornate brass. Similar panes
stretched away to her left and right. Pressing her torch
against the glass, she peered into the space beyond
and stifled a gasp of horror.
There was a man-like shape inside. He – if it was
indeed a “he” – wore a tabard of plain black cloth over
ridged metal armour. He stood hunched over, his
spine arched upward. A cluster of cables protruded
from his back, and vanished in the darkness of the
vault's ceiling. It was clear that the cables were the
only things holding the figure in place – without them,
he'd have slumped forward against the glass. Elida
crouched, trying to glimpse his face. He had none –
just a smooth, white mask. She looked again, and
realised that what she'd first taken to be armour was,
in fact, his “skin” – an exoskeleton of riveted brass
plating. ‘Mechtrites?’ She peered into the next cell,
and saw another figure identical to the first. ‘Why are
there mechtrites here?’
‘Why not?’ asked Vortane. ‘Did you really think
they were just for serving drinks?’ He tapped on the
glass. ‘No, they had to come from somewhere. Those
we're used to were simply left behind after the old war.
I've been searching for a place like this for a long
time.’
Elida wanted to look away from the mechtrite, but
found that she couldn't. The sight made her skin
crawl, but she found it fascinating, all the same. When
she'd been a young girl in Camarelles, a troupe of
mummers had strayed beyond the gleaming inner-city
towers. They'd only managed a single performance
before one of their number was stabbed and the
others robbed blind, but she still remembered the
mannequins they'd brought with them, great gangling
things taller than a man, manipulated from above by a
web of strings. The similarity was striking. Lost as she
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was in bittersweet recollection, it took a moment for
Vortane's words to register. ‘What do you mean?’ she
asked. ‘What “old war”?’
There was no response. Elida turned to see his
torch bobbing away to her left. Presumptuous sod.
Three years together, and still he couldn't bear to
share his secrets. In the beginning, she'd thought he
didn't trust his gutter-born protégé. Now, she was
convinced that he simply couldn't bring himself to
shed his veil of mystery, not even for a minute. She
supposed it was wise. After all, it wouldn't do for folk
to learn that the great and powerful Vortane,
spymaster of Clan Balanos, was a fraud.
Oh, he was good at ferreting out secrets, she'd
give him that. Whispers and rumours were Vortane's
weapons, and she'd seen him wield them well. The
Camarelles lawkeepers had spent five years trying to
bring down the dockside gangs, but had never found
evidence to convict the headmen. When the clan
finally sent Vortane in, he managed it in five days.
Nobles were no safer than gutter-born. He'd broken
Lord Atalan by uttering a single line from a Lowtown
address. To this day, Elida didn't know its significance.
A mistress? An undesirable business partner?
Vortane had said afterwards that he hadn't known the
nature of his lordship's secret either, just that the
address would provide the needed leverage. Atalan's
own fears, and Vortane's reputation, had done the
rest. That had been Elida's first and only glimpse
beneath her master's veil, but it had been enough to
tell her that being a shadow was nothing more than a
confidence trick. She'd learned confidence tricks
running with Roth's gang, and gotten good at them, so
how much more did Vortane really have to teach her?
Presently, she realised that the line of cells wasn't
straight, but curved, like the rim of a wheel. They
reached the end of a row and descended a wide stair.
She had the sense of other cells passing to her left
and right, row upon row cloaked in musty darkness.
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Just how big was this place?
‘You see,’ said Vortane, toying with his amulet, ‘the
clans have forgotten so much. There's a tendency to
assume the past was much as the present is. We see
mechtrites serving drinks, or bearing gaudy
palanquins, and consider ourselves fortunate to have
been bequeathed such helpful mechanical slaves.’
It struck Elida that he was being unusually
garrulous, the triumph of the moment overriding his
natural caution. That was fine with her. Perhaps he
did have one last thing to teach her, after all. ‘So what
are they really?’
‘What else did our ancestors leave for us? They're
weapons.’
A squat, toroid console sat a short distance from
the foot of the stairs, its surface covered in a forest of
switches. The console itself appeared to be panelled
in a rich, dark wood. How it had survived the passing
years, Elida couldn't begin to guess. In the centre,
accessed through a split in the console ring, was a
chair. It was curiously ornate, made of black metal
that looked almost like polished stone, the outer
edges filigreed in silver. It seemed more like a throne
than the command chair it presumably was.
Vortane crossed to the console, his manner that of
a child loose in a confectioner's. ‘This is more than I'd
hoped. The interface seems intact, and...’ He stabbed
a finger down on the console. A thousand bright
pinpricks burst into being high above, bathing the
chamber in warm, yellow light. ‘Yes, yes, yes! It still
has power after all this time. Incredible, simply
incredible. I found one before, you know, on one of
Singoria's moons. The chamber had collapsed,
destroying almost everything.’ He set his synthflame
torch aside, and tapped absent-mindedly at his
amulet. ‘It was a waste, a terrible waste.’
For the first time, Elida was able to get a proper
sense of the cavern's size. In the dark, she'd had no
idea just how far they'd descended. Now, she saw the
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brass-framed hibernation cells rising above her like
the tiered seats of a stadium, each ring contained by
curlicued rails and tattered velvet drapes. There must
have been hundreds of mechtrites. A body could live a
dozen lives of luxury just from the sale of what was in
the chamber. If the mechtrites were indeed weapons,
as Vortane said, then their contribution to Clan
Balanos' war effort would be incalculable. No wonder
he was so glad to find them.
Vortane busied himself prodding and poking at the
consoles, practically hopping from foot to foot with
excitement. Vortane, destroyer of the rich and
powerful, giddy as a child. Elida had never seen him
this way. It was pathetic. Giving him a wide birth, she
slipped past the console to take a closer look at the
chair. Close up, it looked even more like a throne,
what with its high back and quilted seat. Like
everything else in the chamber, its creators had made
the effort to conceal function with form, hiding its
cabling within its ridged frame. She ran a finger along
the edge of an armrest, brushing dust to the floor, and
pictured someone sitting in the chair, issuing orders to
subordinates labouring away at the console. ‘Nice
chair.’
Vortane didn't look up. ‘If my research is correct,
that's the command interface. It's the hub that sends
the mechtrites their orders. They're capable of some
limited self-awareness, of course, but they're really
more of a hive.’
‘You mean, they obey whoever sits in that chair?’
‘That's the gist of it, certainly. The detail's a little
more involved.’ He looked up as a sharp, clattering
sound echoed down through the chamber – the kind
of noise that might be made by a boot punting a loose
piece of stone across the tunnel. ‘There must be a
way to close the door from this side. Help me look,
would you?’
Elida ignored him, unable to take her eyes off the
chair. The plan was the plan, but this? Well, this was
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too good an opportunity to pass up. There was no
point thinking about it – that would just give doubt time
to grow. Taking a deep breath, she twisted around
and sat down in the chair.
‘Wait, what are you doing?’ Vortane shouted.
‘Elida?’
The expression on his face was priceless, a mix of
fear and betrayal. For once, she'd surprised him. That
alone made it worthwhile. That alone...
Elida felt a sudden spike of pain between her
shoulder blades. Darkness clouded her vision. She
awoke a heartbeat later, woken by a raw, agonised
scream. Her scream. Panic welled up inside her. She
tried to pull away, but her body wouldn't respond. A
second spike followed, this one at the base of her
skull. She managed to stay conscious this time, and
felt metal scraping her spine. She screamed again.
When the sound faded, the pain went with it, and she
could move once more.
Gasping for breath, Elida slumped forward. She
didn't fall far. Something held her in position. Choking
back a growing sense of revulsion, she reached up to
her neck. Her probing fingers found a small, metal
disc fused to her flesh and a tangle of cables
extending back into the throne. What had she done?
Vortane watched her from a few paces away, his
expression unreadable. ‘I warned you before about
rashness, Elida. You should have listened.’
She ignored him. Even the memory of pain had
faded now, and with it the worst of the revulsion. She
felt dizzy, euphoric. Her vision fragmented, overlaid
with a thousand glimmers of light. Elida blinked her
eyes closed, but only the image of Vortane faded. She
was left with a thousand not-quite-identical scenes of
smeared glass and bright brass. The mechtrites. She
was seeing through the mechtrites' eyes while they
slumbered. It was more than that. She could feel their
minds communicating with hers, the babble of voices
like an ocean breaking across a shore. She focused
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on one voice in particular, and told it to awaken. In
one of the scenes, the glass panel shattered as a
brass hand crashed through it. Elida focused on
another voice, and another. Grinning, she sent the
same command again, and again.
She opened her eyes to see Vortane watching her
thoughtfully. ‘I don't suppose you're rousing the
mechtrites to help repel our intruders, are you?’
Elida laughed, elated to be in a position of power
for once. ‘Why would I? We go way back, Roth and
me – from before I wasted three years with you.’
Four mechtrites clanked down the steps and took
up position behind Vortane. Two seized the shadow's
arms and held him fast. Infuriatingly, he didn't seem at
all concerned. The other two took up flanking
positions behind her throne.
‘You should know that I'm very disappointed in
you,’ he said.
‘I guess I'll live with that.’
He watched her, a thoughtful expression on his
face. ‘Will you? Yes, I suppose you will.’
Elida scarcely heard him – she was too busy
rousing other mechtrites to wakefulness. Her gamble
had worked out better than she could have expected.
Not only had she denied Vortane control of the
mechtrites, she could now order them aboard Roth's
transport, saving the considerable effort of carting
them away.
Through their eyes, she could see Roth and his
lads making their way down through the tiers. There
were twenty of them in all – far more than necessary,
as things had turned out, but it had seemed prudent
not to take any chances. One of the newcomers,
startled by a mechtrite, whipped up his pistol and
started
screaming
incoherent
threats.
Elida
suppressed a sigh and ordered the mechtrite to
freeze. She switched her comm to the frequency Roth
was using. ‘Calm down. I have them under control.’
‘ And what about him, love?’ asked Roth, reaching
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the foot of the stairs. The sights of his pistol didn't
waver from Vortane. ‘Is he under control?’
Elida quashed a spark of irritation. Roth was easy
on the eye, in a rough and rugged sort of way, but
he'd never been that bright. On the other hand, he had
connections – connections that she'd need. Mechtrites
weren't exactly something she could sell on a market
corner. She scratched at the back of her scalp, trying
to stop a sudden itch. It didn't help. Instead, the
sensation grew worse. It felt like it was on the inside of
her head, not the outside. ‘Does he look under
control?’
Roth opened his mouth to reply, but Vortane cut
him off. ‘Ah, Roth Taricon. Second-rate fence, thirdrate hired gun. Used to run with Briadon's gang, until
that unfortunate misunderstanding two years back. I
suppose the idiots clanging around up above are the
rest of your rabble? Mackon, Drost, etcetera,
etcetera?’
Roth scowled. ‘How did...’
‘Tell him nothing,’ said Elida. She'd seen Vortane
try this before. Conversational ranging shots; not
intended to illicit information by themselves but to
identify weaknesses in resolve. She couldn't see how
it would help him, but that didn't stop it being
annoying. ‘In fact, I don't think we need to keep him
alive any longer.’
‘What, kill him?’ asked Roth. ‘But he's a shadow.
That's trouble. Lawkeepers is one thing, I don't need
the clan looking.’
Vortane raised an eyebrow. ‘Oh, that's a
compelling point, if made with questionable grammar.
What do you think, Elida? Prepared to give it all up?’
‘Shut up,’ she snapped, and turned her attention to
Roth. ‘If we let him live so he can talk about what
we've done, that's going to end better for us, is it?’
‘Sorry Roth,’ said Vortane. ‘I'm afraid she's not
going for it. It looks like the lovely Elida is looking to
leap a few rungs higher on the underworld ladder.’ He
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leaned close to Roth – or at least as close as he
could, given that his arms were still pinned. ‘Between
you and me, I don't think it's going to work out.’
Elida glared at him. The itch at the back of her
mind was getting stronger, making it hard to think. ‘I
said, 'shut up.' Roth, kill him.’
Roth looked from Vortane, to Elida, and back to
Vortane again. He lowered his gun. ‘No. No, I don't
think so. You want him dead, you do it.’
Vortane nodded approvingly. ‘Good choice, Roth.
Cowardly, but with a hint of principle. If you leave this
asteroid, you'll go far.’
‘Enough!’ Elida shouted. ‘I'll do it.’ One of the
mechtrites left the side of her throne, and advanced
towards Vortane.
‘You're not going to kill me.’
She laughed. ‘Appealing to my better nature?’
‘Oh no, I've spent three years looking for that and
found not a trace, despite the search.’ Vortane's voice
hardened. ‘It's not an appeal, or a prediction; it's an
instruction. You're not going to kill me.’
‘We'll see about that.’ Focusing on the mechtrite,
Elida ordered it to snap her former master's neck. The
command wouldn't form, the thought dissipating like
mist even as it took shape. It was like having a word
on the tip of her tongue, but a hundred times worse.
‘Having trouble?’ asked Vortane.
Elida tried to send the command to another
mechtrite, but again the order slipped from her mind
before it was fully formed. The strange itch was
getting worse, like raw static arcing across her brain.
She screamed in frustration. ‘What have you done to
me?’
‘You did it to yourself. Let me go.’
‘No,’ she said. Nonetheless, the command
coalesced at the back of her mind.
The mechtrites released their grip. Vortane took a
step towards her, then stopped as Roth jammed the
barrel of his pistol into the shadow's temple. ‘What's
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going on?’
‘I don't know.’ Elida's mind was filled with a gabble
of thoughts. She couldn't tell which belonged to her,
not anymore. The scene of Vortane and Roth seemed
no more distinct than the images being relayed from
the mechtrites' eyes. For a moment, she forgot who
she was. A surge of panic brought the memory
floating to the surface. Elida Tyren, she was Elida
Tyren. But that wasn't quite true, was it? She could
feel another consciousness writhing around in her
mind, cold and clear, where her own awareness was
growing increasingly hazy. Elida felt it probing at her
memories, her feelings.
‘I'm afraid Elida's not quite herself anymore,’ said
Vortane, the sound seeming to come from far away.
‘She's part of the interface now, a living, breathing
component of the mechtrite hive. Their queen, I
suppose you could say.’ He raised his amulet
between finger and thumb and shook it gently from
side to side. ‘And the queen only obeys someone who
has one of these.’
‘Give it here!’ shouted Roth. ‘Give it here, or I'll kill
you!’ He ground the pistol into Vortane's temple,
forcing him to tilt his head.
The shadow sighed. ‘I'm sorry, Roth, but you
should have stayed a coward. There's no room for
heroes in our little drama, only the dead and the
damned.’ He shifted his gaze, and Elida felt his eyes
boring into hers. ‘Kill him. Kill them all.’
What? No! But the command was already sent.
She saw Roth's finger tighten on the trigger. Then a
mechtrite clamped its brazen hand around his, the
sound of cracking bone almost lost beneath his
scream. The mechtrite released him, and Roth
collapsed to his knees, screaming and cradling his
mangled hand. The mechtrite reached down and
clamped Roth's head in both hands. There was a
sodden crack, and Roth's scream stopped.
Desperate shouts rang out to take its place as the
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mechtrites hunted the rest of Roth's gang amongst the
hibernation cells. Elida saw it all through the
mechtrites' eyes: every crushed skull, every snapped
neck, every torn throat. Some of the gangers fought
back, guns blazing as they pumped plasma bullets
into their remorseless pursuers. Elida felt a flash of
sympathetic pain with each impact. One mechtrite
went dark entirely, fading from her mind. Its destroyer
had little time to celebrate his victory. Two more
mechtrites closed in from behind and tore him limb
from limb. A small part of Elida shuddered at the
gruesome scene; a larger, alien part revelled in the
satisfaction of a task well done.
‘What is it doing to me?’ she breathed.
Vortane glanced down in distaste and brushed a
dribble of brain from his robes. ‘Replacing you with
something more... tractable. You see, the interface
needs a human host to convey instructions to the rest
of the hive. As I understand it, a mechtrite's brain
simply can't handle the strain of autonomy – that's
why so many go mad. But a human mind can, once
it's been adjusted.’
‘This... this... was always your plan.’ Even the
small effort to speak was almost beyond her,
suffocated by the presence in her mind.
‘Let's say rather that I gave you the opportunity to
disappoint me. I would gladly have found someone
else.’ For the first time, a hint of anger touched his
expression. ‘I'm a shadow, you stupid child. Did you
really think a gutter-rat like you can sneak around
behind my back without my knowing it?’ He shook his
head. ‘I thought you had potential; I wanted to raise
you up, give you an honourable cause that you could
serve willingly. No matter. You'll still serve, and serve
faithfully, won't you?’
‘Yes,’ said the new mechtrite queen.
Deep inside her mind, Elida screamed.[GdM]
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"Hither came Conan the Cimmerian, black-haired,
sullen-eyed, sword in hand, a thief, a reaver, a
slayer...."
–Robert E. Howard
It was born in 1929, named in 1961, and died
sometime in the early 80s. Yet its rotting, shambling
corpse would never rest. It lumbered ahead, losing
vital pieces of itself along the way, stumbling toward a
dark rebirth in the early twenty-first century.
I'm talking about the fantasy sub-genre known as
"sword-and-sorcery." It was by most accounts
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invented by Robert E. Howard with his King Kull story
"The Shadow Kingdom," published in the legendary
pulp mag Weird Tales in August, 1929. Howard's
gritty and blood-soaked take on heroic fantasy stood
in stark contrast to the fantasy works that inspired it,
works by authors such as Alexandre Dumas, Rafael
Sabatini, Sir Walter Scott, Lord Dunsany, and Edgar
Rice Burroughs.
Howard wrote the poetic prose exploits of swordswinging protagonists who were usually not out to
save the world but were motivated by their own
survival, tribal affiliations, or hot-blooded desires. A
believer in the essential purity of barbarism, Howard
never flinched from the clashing of steel on helm, the
spattering of brains and gore, or the exploration of
primal savagery versus decadent civilization. He
wrote pulp fiction that was primarily read by men, so
his heroes tended to be brawny and clever alpha
males.
Howard's writing reached the height of popularity
with his Conan of Cimmeria tales, and this character
all but eclipsed Kull, who was Conan's literary
progenitor. The Conan tales became one of Weird
Tales’ most popular attractions, even though Howard
only wrote 17 stories of the Cimmerian (including one
serialized novel). While Howard was cranking out
these tales of the lost Hyborian Age and defying the
romantic tropes of high fantasy, he probably never
imagined he was creating something that would
endure for decades after his death. As a pulp writer,
he got very little respect and no literary credibility. But
the Weird Tales readers loved his work.
After Howard's death in 1936, Weird Tales tried to
fill the void of his passing by having other authors
create heroes in the mould of Conan (Henry Kuttner's
Elak of Atlantis, for example). Yet there was only one
Howard and he was gone. His stories, however,
endured — especially his Conan stories. They were
collected over the years and inspired generations of
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writers to follow in his footsteps.
Long after Howard died, Clark Ashton Smith
continued to write sword-and-sorcery-flavoured tales
set in the worlds of Zothique and Hyperborea. Smith
took the genre to a darker and more frightening place
by having most of his swashbuckling heroes die
horrible deaths in the course of their adventures.
Smith's fantasy tales were equal parts sword and
sorcery and weird horror, but until '61 they were
simply considered examples of "dark fantasy."
In 1961 author Fritz Leiber coined the phrase
"sword and sorcery" to describe the fantasyadventure phenomenon that Howard had created
decades earlier with only a handful of unforgettable
stories. Leiber did this coining in the pages of the
fanzine known as AMRA, itself named after one of
Conan's pseudonyms. Leiber's own contribution to
the genre was his tales of Fafhrd and the Grey
Mouser, a legendary rogue-and-barbarian duo.
Michael Moorcock soon turned the sword-and-sorcery
genre on its head with his Elric of Melnibone stories.
For the next two decades sword-and-sorcery
literature continued to rise in popularity, and new
authors arose to continue the tradition: Karl Edward
Wagner, L. Sprague DeCamp, Andrew J. Offutt, Poul
Anderson, Lin Carter, and others. Marvel Comics
adapted Howard's Conan and Kull into the comic
book medium with astounding success, spawning a
generation of comics that tapped the sword-andsorcery vein. The most successful of them all was
Barry Windsor-Smith's Conan the Barbarian, which
launched in 1970 and began a decade of sword-andsorcery popularity the likes of which has never been
seen since. The comic's success spawned a "mature
readers" black-and-white comic magazine, Savage
World of Conan, which amped up the levels of blood,
nudity, and violence. Now the stories could weave
closer to Howard's original vision, unrestricted by the
limits of the "Comics Code Authority" that toned down
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colour comics.
Conan became the undisputed king of sword and
sorcery, culminating in the 1982 major motion picture
Conan the Barbarian, directed by John Milius and cowritten by Oliver Stone. I was twelve years old that
year — a big fan of the comics and the magazine —
when I saw Conan brought to life on the silver screen.
It was stunning. While the movie took some liberties
with the narrative history of Howard's barbarian, it
stayed true to the core of the character and brought
the Hyborian Age to life in all its big-budget glory. It
was a perfect storm of blood, action, grit, sorcery, and
exotic wonder that represented the absolute pinnacle
of the sword-and-sorcery genre itself. It was also the
last time sword and sorcery would be taken seriously,
if indeed it ever had been.
After the '82 Conan movie, the inevitable lowbudget, low-quality imitations began. A slew of terrible
movies with none of Milius' vision, style, or respect for
the genre appeared one after the other. Even the
sequel to the original Conan movie was entirely unlike
the first movie — no Milius, no Stone, a lower budget,
and pressure from the studio to make it more kid
friendly. All these factors contributed to making a
sequel that didn't seem like a sequel at all, but more
like a weak parody of the genre. Even as a fourteenyear-old moviegoer I remember being disappointed
and a bit angry at how bad it truly was. But this was to
be the new paradigm for all ensuing sword-andsorcery movies. I won't offer the names of any more
awful 80s sword-and-sorcery movies in the interests
of not promoting them and staying on-point with this
article. But there were a lot of them.
The entire sword-and-sorcery genre had grown so
popular it had become a parody of itself. The best
(i.e. worst) example of this decline was certain
cartoon hero of Eternia, who shall remain nameless.
The sword-and-sorcery genre was never meant for
the "wee ones," but it had been watered down
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specifically to capture the pre-teen demographic. New
sword-and-sorcery novels kept appearing as well,
and few of them did anything original with the genre.
In the 80s, sword and sorcery became associated
with misogynist imagery, bad prose, and cheesy
artwork. That is, when it wasn't being watered down
to fuel various children’s cartoons.
By the mid-80s book publishers had figured out
that the term "sword and sorcery" — once used to sell
hundreds of thousands of comics and novels — did
not work anymore. Publishers went back to the
generic term "fantasy" or upgraded to "epic fantasy"
or started calling their fantasy books "science fiction"
in the hope that nobody would notice how different
sci-fi and fantasy actually were. Meanwhile, writers
such as Tanith Lee, Gene Wolfe, Stephen R.
Donaldson, and Darrell Schweitzer (to name only a
few) had created their own versions of sword and
sorcery—each one adding something special and
decidedly more "literary" to the basic concept.
Weird Tales had reappeared many times and
became known as The Magazine That Wouldn't Die
— just like the genre it had given birth to in 1929.
Moorcock's Elric saga and Leiber's Fafhrd and the
Grey Mouser books were reprinted many times over,
and never seemed to go out of print. Jack Vance's
Dying Earth tales were continually re-appearing in
new volumes as well. Yet nobody was calling any of
this stuff "sword and sorcery" anymore. At least not in
public.
Epic fantasy, meanwhile, was doing quite well.
Authors like David Eddings, Robert Jordan, and
Raymond Feist were hitting it big. But sword and
sorcery was the bastard stepchild of fantasy,
neglected and forgotten, if not openly mocked as
inferior to epic fantasy. To be fair, a lot of it truly was
inferior by this time. Still, those of us who grew up
reading sword and sorcery cherished our mouldering
paperbacks and our dog-eared comics: Conan, Kull,
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Claw, Warlord, Beowulf, Red Sonja, Savage Tales,
and Savage Sword. I remember an "All Sword and
Sorcery" issue of Creepy that I bought in 1979 — I
was ten. All the stuff we loved as kids lingered in our
psyches and became part of our deep creative drive.
A new generation of fantasy writers-in-training started
channelling sword-and-sorcery inspirations to create
new forms of adventure fantasy.
In 1996 George R.R. Martin released his wellreceived novel A Game of Thrones, the first volume in
his Song of Ice and Fire series. Although it was
marketed as "epic fantasy," A Game of Thrones was
heralded for its realistic and "gritty" depiction of
medieval-style life and its highly complex and
believable characters. Sure it was light on the
sorcery, and sometimes on the sword-fighting too, but
Martin knew exactly what he was doing. He drew
readers in over the next fifteen years with his less-ismore approach. Each book revealed more of his
fantastic world and slowly unveiled the mystical
forces that permeated it.
This grimmer, darker, and more realistic approach
to epic fantasy caused some to dub Martin the "antiTolkien." The monumental work of J.R.R. Tolkien,
after all, was the yardstick against which all fantasy
used to be judged, and often still is. Yet Martin had
done in the 90s what Robert E. Howard did in the late
20s: He removed the idealism, cut out the pastoral
myth and infallible heroes, and replaced them with
mud, blood, shit, and a focus on the darker aspects of
human nature. Martin's epic resembled historical
fiction far more than traditional fantasy; it smacked of
realism. Yet fantasy it remained—simply a more
relatable form of fantasy. Psychology replaced
ideology. Brutality replaced honour. Sword and
sorcery had finally "grown up," or at least been
transmogrified into something that modern audiences
craved. None of the previous fantasy labels seemed
to fit Martin's saga. A Game of Thrones is widely
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credited as the beginning of the "Grimdark" genre
(along with certain fiction inspired by the tabletop
strategy game Warhammer 40,000).
In the past decade a new breed of authors has
come along to dominate and further define the
grimdark fantasy sub-genre: Joe Abercrombie,
Steven Erikson, Mark Lawrence, and R. Scott Bakker
(among others). I discovered Bakker's work about ten
years ago (2005), beginning with his first novel, The
Darkness That Comes Before. It was a revelation. I
remember trying to describe to friends how different
his Prince of Nothing trilogy was from the usual epic
fantasy. It wasn't easy to do. Bakker's work was more
philosophical, more psychological, more brutal, and of
course it was darker. Reading Bakker's trilogy
energized me — it made me believe that the fantasy
genre was still alive and kicking, and that I need not
stick to works written in the 70s or earlier to get the
kinds of adventure for which I hungered. Like Martin
before him, Bakker offered sword-and-sorcery thrills
with a whole lot more: a literary sensibility that was
often too rare in the context of epic fantasy.
Once I devoured all of Bakker's trilogy, I
discovered Martin's Song of Ice and Fire saga (which
I had totally missed until then). People I knew online
and offline were raving about Martin's books so much
that I decided there was NO WAY they could be that
good. But when I dove into A Game of Thrones in
2008, I immediately discovered to my amazement
that YES, THEY ARE THAT GOOD. I blazed through
the first four Song of Ice and Fire books in a matter of
months. What I didn't know was that my two favourite
new writers, Bakker and Martin, were soon to be
considered co-founders of a new fantasy sub-genre
that didn't even have a name yet.
At the 2010 World Fantasy Convention in
Columbus, Ohio, I joined in the recording of a podcast
discussion with several authors from Black Gate
magazine (along with its publisher John O'Neill). We
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had an amazing discussion for over two hours about
"modern sword and sorcery" — which authors were
bringing back the tradition and even doing something
new with it. I remember Howard Andrew Jones
singing the praises of Joe Abercrombie and Jason M.
Waltz touting the genius of Steven Erikson while I
kept insisting that everyone simply HAD to read the
work of R. Scott Bakker. I think I actually RAVED
about it. I tend to do that sometimes with the books I
love.
We thought we were talking about the New Breed
of sword and sorcery. We had lovely arguments
about what defined and did not define sword and
sorcery, never coming to any sort of final agreement.
We all loved this much-maligned genre and we all
saw that it was coming back, yet it wasn't quite the
same. It had evolved, grown, progressed, become
something greater than it used to be. Something dark,
powerful, and undeniable. Something more important
then ever.
It was only recently (five years after that great
World Fantasy Convention discussion) that I had a
strange epiphany. I normally don't pay much attention
to genre labels. I simply write/read what pleases me. I
draw upon influences, experiences, and dreams,
hoping to create something worthwhile and maybe
even original. Like my contemporaries in that Black
Gate discussion, I had grown up on sword and
sorcery. But, just like us, that genre had grown into
something more mature, something vital that befitted
the times in which we lived.
My epiphany was this: Grimdark fantasy is the
new "sword and sorcery."
The old sword-and-sorcery label has been
consigned to history for the most part. This new breed
of authors — including myself, I discovered — has
taken that dead genre and spun it into something new
and alive. What spurred my realization was the
reading of a brand-new R. Scott Bakker story, "The
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Knife of Many Hands," in Grimdark Magazine. Then I
started seeing articles and posts about Clark Ashton
Smith being a progenitor of Grimdark with his
Zothique stories in the old Weird Tales. I realized this
whole thing had come full circle and despite the
preference of sorcery to the sword in my own works,
my stories were grim and my worlds were dark.
Grimdark does not prohibit any certain styles or
author voices. Within the broad genre category of
grimdark fantasy there is room for different voices,
different flavours, and a plethora of different
approaches. Grimdark simply implies a certain
approach toward the fantasy world and its
inhabitants. Readers are free to choose those writers
whose particular styles appeal to them, and to
disregard those that do not. This is only as it should
be, and has always been, regardless of genre labels.
It's been said that perception is reality. Case in
point: If you say "I read sword and sorcery" to a
fantasy fan today, they will likely assume you mean
the kind of adventure-based fantasy that was
published in the 60s and 70s, which was itself a
throwback to the glorious pulp era of the 20s and 30s.
Conversely, if you say "I read grimdark" to that same
fantasy fan, they will likely assume that you mean any
number of contemporary writers working in this new
subgenre grown from old and cherished roots. A
genre that is more inclusive, more diverse, often more
literary in its depth, and more suited to the tastes of
twenty-first-century readers.
Yes, "sword and sorcery" is an outdated term
today, one that may never gain back the status or
popularity it enjoyed during the last century. But that's
okay. What's in a name?
Grimdark offers everything sword and sorcery did,
and so much more.
Grimdark is the new sword and sorcery.	
  [GdM]
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[GdM] What is your opinion on the grimdark
subgenre, and do you see the growing of the
grimdark subgenre as a positive or negative for
fantasy as a whole? Are there any grimdark
authors whose work intrigues you, or that you
already enjoy?	
  

	
  

[BS] The grimdark movement is good for the genre, in
that the biggest problem with fantasy is not having too
many things happening, but too few. Meaning, this is
the genre of imagination. It is the genre where
anything is possible, and we will die out and lose
readers if we are not doing different things. If people
come to fantasy and only find the same thing over
and over, by the very nature of the fact that we come
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to the genre to explore and define new things, that
will cause big problems. So having a variety of
movements and types of fiction within the genre is
very healthy, and very strong for it.
Grimdark also has some very prestigious roots. I'm
not sure how your magazine defines it, but I would
definitely define The Black Company as grimdark. I
would also define Michael Moorcock’s Elric and even
some David Gemmell as grimdark. These are
fantastic writers from our past, and it’s good that their
genre is more widely acknowledged and accepted
these days as a valid place to be writing. I get the
sense that back in the day, people really didn’t know
what to do with some of these types of stories. Elric
was so bizarre, having this kind of terrible but
sympathetic antihero as your main character. What
do you do with that? It was a very different tack for
fantasy.
As for what I read, well, I've read those classics. I
think that Abercrombie is an excellent writer, who I
would like to read more of—what I've read I have
enjoyed. I don't know if you’ll count Brian McClellan,
because he’s not quite there. He’s kind of halfway
between grimdark and epic. But I certainly think he’s
a fantastic writer, and I've been enjoying what he’s
writing. I will say that for my own personal tastes, I
really like books where there are still clear heroes.
That’s not at odds, necessarily, with what grimdark is
trying to do. But certainly having a lot of shades of
gray is definitely a big part of the grimdark movement.
So I don’t often find myself in a grimdark book when
I'm looking for something to read. I'm usually looking
for something more like Terry Pratchett, where I say,
“Let’s lighten things up a bit, not darken them.”
[GdM] Are there any books or movies out there
that are so creative or innovative that you wish
you had thought of it first?
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[BS] Oh, yeah. I read them all the time. I think, “Ah,
that would be so cool.” I’ll just list off a few. I've
mentioned Brian McClellan. I envy his writing style. I
envy Pat Rothfuss and the idea for a really dominant
single first-person voice in this mix of a classic heroic
fantasy with an epic fantasy. That is super cool.
There are many other authors who I just envy. I've
always thought—though we don’t really include him in
the genre as often as we should—that Michael
Crichton’s ideas were excellent. Generally I would
read one of his books and think, “Wow, that is a great
idea. That story almost writes itself. That’s amazing
that he came up with that.”
But at the same time, once I read something by
another author who said, “I don’t wish I had written
this first, because then I wouldn’t have been able to
read it and enjoy it as I have.” There’s definitely an
aspect of that to me. I don’t want to have written
these other good books.
The one I envy the most is Sabriel by Garth Nix.
His use of magic and worldbuilding for when people
travel to hell in the afterlife is just so cool. For years
I've thought, “Ah, if I could have designed that magic,
I would be happy.” But at the same time, then I
wouldn’t have been able to read it, enjoy it, and
appreciate it.
[GdM] You’ve always been very gracious with
your fans. Were there any life experiences that
you had that prepared you for a huge rise in
popularity?
[BS] I'm not sure if any specific life experiences
prepare you for this. As a writer, you just want to have
money for ramen, right? You spend your whole
career thinking, “Man, if I can make enough that I'm
not starving, and I get to be a writer, then life is
perfect. Then I will have no complaints.” And indeed,
that was my perspective for the longest time. I didn’t
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want to be famous. I wanted to be able to keep
writing and not have to get a different job. So, being
as successful as I've been has been both cool and
also overwhelming.
I will say that I had some very good experiences
with other authors when I was younger that have
colored how I interact with readers. There were lots of
good ones, but I'll only list one. Katherine Kurtz came
to the very first science fiction convention I ever
attended when I was a teenager, a high school
student. I met her in the hallway as she was waiting
for her next panel, and she sat down and talked with
me for a good hour about being a writer. Meeting a
professional writer and seeing that she was a regular
person, and being able to ask her questions, was life
changing for me. So I try to be available to give other
aspiring writers that kind of experience.[GdM]
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There has been a lot of hype over Peter Newman’s
debut novel The Vagrant. How did a relative unknown
get invited to the Grim Gathering with the likes of Joe
Abercrombie, Mark Lawrence and Peter V. Brett?
While attempting to keep this review relatively spoiler
free, I will say this about The Vagrant, which seems
laden with so much promise – it delivers. The plot
flows smoothly, the character count is low and these
two things allow you to concentrate on the Vagrant
and his mission
In a post-apocalyptic world gone mad, with the
majority of the population tainted in varying degrees
by an otherworldly demonic presence, the Vagrant
has managed to stay untainted from demonic
influence and inspire others to follow him in his
mission–to return a magical sword (a holy relic of
sorts) to what remains of the leadership of his knightly
order. The mission is complicated by the fact that in
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the world he lives in everyone has the potential to be
an enemy and very few people can be trusted.
Luckily, the Vagrant is a man who is capable of
handling almost anything by himself. Although to be
fair, having a magic sword never hurts...
The Vagrant’s setting seems very similar to many
modern Grimdark worlds in that it seems likely it is
our world after an apocalypse, not a new or different
secondary world such as Westeros or Faerun. While
the post-apocalyptic trope has been used frequently
to provide the backdrop for the medieval setting that
sets the stage for so many Grimdark fantasy stories,
Newman keeps it feeling fresh by presenting it from a
different point of view and not showing all of his cards
at the beginning of the story.
The demonic villains in The Vagrant are presented
as kind of a hybrid combination of the corelings (in
Peter V. Brett’s Demon Cycle) and Cthulhu in that
they are possessed by a sort of demonic taint that
corrupts everything it comes in contact with, often
driving the host mad in the process.
Newman opens the story with the Vagrant carrying
a baby and trailing a goat on a rope behind him. This
was a great opening. Very creative and I loved it. The
goat provides a sort of comic relief to a dark tale and
seems to be more than a typical goat, but it never
really gets fleshed out during the story. The baby
turns out to have a history with the Vagrant that is
revealed over time.
As the story progresses the Vagrant and his
companions realize there are more than one group of
competing villains chasing them as the Vagrant fights
an internal struggle to stay true to who he is. We also
find out that while the Vagrant tries to avoid a fight
whenever possible, it isn’t because he’s not good at
fighting. Quite the opposite; when his back is against
the wall is when he seems to be at his most
dangerous.
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The Vagrant tends to have a very polarizing effect
on the other characters he encounters in the story. A
majority of them, those possessed by demons, try to
kill him. Others are drawn to the light and goodness in
him. First he turns a man who tries to kill him into a
friend and then later befriends a heavily tainted
aberration. These two unlikely traveling companions
join him, the baby, and the goat on his mission.
Newman definitely defied the common tropes by
putting together this unlikely group of travel
companions. I don’t think you could get much weirder
if you tried.
Although I enjoyed The Vagrant very much, the
point of view that the story is told in that didn’t
connect with me. The title character is mute, and
when told in the third person, I feel that we miss out
on the kind of inner thoughts that would have made
the story even better if told in the first person. Most of
the backstory you get on the Vagrant is told through
flashbacks, and even these are a little sparse on
information relating to the Vagrant’s past. I think it’s a
positive reflection on Newman’s storytelling ability
that The Vagrant is so entertaining despite this.
Ironically, I didn’t find the title character to be very
Grimdark at all. The Vagrant is a knight in the
traditional sense of the word – a classic do-gooder.
He is driven by duty. He has an important mission.
And try as he might to stick to that mission, he is
morally unable to pass by people who need help (if
he is able to provide it) to complete that mission.
Definitely not the type of moral ambiguity that we’ve
come to expect and even treasure from the
protagonists in a typical Grimdark story. Make no
mistake though, there is plenty of Grimdark to be
found in many of the other characters. The Vagrant is
fluid, engaging, and thoroughly enjoyable. It’s an easy
read, and Newman keeps the story going at a nice
even pace without getting bogged down by
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implementing an extravagant magic system that takes
many pages to explain.
All told, I enjoyed The Vagrant, and think it is a
very promising start for a new face in the Grimdark
arena. I look forward to reading more from Peter
Newman in the future.[GdM]	
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It was all going so nicely, right up until the massacre.
Sir Hjortt’s cavalry of two hundred spears fanned
out through the small village, taking up positions
between half-timbered houses in the uneven lanes
that only the most charitable of surveyors would refer
to as “roads.” The warhorses slowed and then
stopped in a decent approximation of unison, their
riders sitting as stiff and straight in their saddles as
the lances they braced against their stirrups. It was
an unseasonably warm afternoon in the autumn, and
after their long approach up the steep valley, soldier
and steed alike dripped sweat, yet not a one of them
removed their brass skullcap. Weapons, armor, and
tack glowing in the fierce alpine sunlight, the faded
crimson of their cloaks covering up the inevitable
stains, the cavalry appeared to have ridden straight
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out of a tale, or galloped down off one of the
tapestries in the mayor’s house.
So they must have seemed to the villagers who
peeked through their shutters, anyway. To their
colonel, Sir Hjortt, they looked like hired killers on
horseback barely possessed of sense to do as they
were told most of the time. Had the knight been able
to train wardogs to ride he should have preferred
them to the Fifteenth Cavalry, given the amount of
faith he placed in this lot. Not much, in other words,
not very much at all.
He didn’t care for dogs, either, but a dog you could
trust, even if it was only to lick his balls.
The hamlet sprawled across the last stretch of
grassy meadow before the collision of two steep,
bald-peaked mountains. Murky forest edged in on all
sides, like a snare the wilderness had set for the
unwary traveler. A typical mountain town here in the
Kutumban range, then, with only a low reinforced
stone wall to keep out the wolves and what piddling
avalanches the encircling slopes must bowl down at
the settlement when the snows melted.
Sir Hjortt had led his troops straight through the
open gate in the wall and up the main track to the
largest house in the village... which wasn’t saying a
whole lot for the building. Fenced in by shedding
rosebushes and standing a scant two and a half
stories tall, its windowless redbrick face was broken
into a grid by the black timbers that supported it. The
mossy thatched roof rose up into a witch’s hat, and
set squarely in the center like a mouth were a great
pair of doors tall and wide enough for two riders to
pass through abreast without removing their helmets.
As he reached the break in the hedge at the front of
the house, Sir Hjortt saw that one of these oaken
doors was ajar, but just as he noticed this detail the
door eased shut.
Sir Hjortt smiled to himself, and, reining his horse
in front of the rosebushes, called out in his deepest
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baritone, “I am Sir Efrain Hjortt of Azgaroth, Fifteenth
Colonel of the Crimson Empire, come to counsel with
the mayor’s wife. I have met your lord mayor upon the
road, and while he reposes at my camp—”
Someone behind him snickered at that, but when
Sir Hjortt turned in his saddle he could not locate
which of his troops was the culprit. It might have even
come from one of his two personal Chainite guards,
who had stopped their horses at the border of the
thorny hedge. He gave both his guards and the riders
nearest them the sort of withering scowl his father
was overly fond of doling out. This was no laughing
matter, as should have been perfectly obvious from
the way Sir Hjortt had dealt with the hillbilly mayor of
this shitburg.
“Ahem.” Sir Hjortt turned back to the building and
tried again.
“Whilst your lord mayor reposes at my camp, I
bring tidings of great import. I must speak with the
mayor’s wife at once.”
Anything? Nothing. The whole town was silently,
fearfully watching him from hiding, he could feel it in
his aching thighs, but not a one braved the daylight
either to confront or assist him. Peasants—what a
sorry lot they were.
“I say again!” Sir Hjortt called, goading his stallion
into the mayor’s yard and advancing on the double
doors. “As a colonel of the Crimson Empire and a
knight of Azgaroth, I shall be welcomed by the family
of your mayor, or—”
Both sets of doors burst open, and a wave of
hulking, shaggy beasts flooded out into the sunlight—
they were on top of the Azgarothian before he could
wheel away or draw his sword. He heard muted bells,
obviously to signal that the ambush was under way,
and the hungry grunting of the pack, and—
The cattle milled about him, snuffling his horse
with their broad, slimy noses, but now that they had
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escaped the confines of the building they betrayed no
intention toward further excitement.
“Very sorry, sir,” came a hillfolk-accented voice
from somewhere nearby, and then a small, pale hand
appeared amid the cattle, rising from between the
bovine waves like the last, desperate attempt of a
drowning man to catch a piece of driftwood. Then the
hand seized a black coat and a blond boy of perhaps
ten or twelve vaulted himself nimbly into sight, landing
on the wide back of a mountain cow and twisting the
creature around to face Sir Hjortt as effortlessly as the
Azgarothian controlled his warhorse. Despite this
manifest skill and agility at play before him, the knight
remained unimpressed.
“The mayor’s wife,” said Sir Hjortt. “I am to meet
with her. Now. Is she in?”
“I expect so,” said the boy, glancing over his
shoulder—checking the position of the sun against
the lee of the mountains towering over the village, no
doubt. “Sorry again ’bout my cows. They’re feisty, sir;
had to bring ’em down early on account of a horned
wolf being seen a few vales over. And I, uh, didn’t
have the barn door locked as I should have.”
“Spying on us, eh?” said Sir Hjortt. The boy
grinned. “Perhaps I’ll let it slide this once, if you go
and fetch your mistress from inside.”
“Mayoress is probably up in her house, sir, but I’m
not allowed ’round there anymore, on account of my
wretched behavior,” said the boy with obvious pride.
“This isn’t her home?” Hjortt eyed the building
warily.
“No, sir. This is the barn.”
Another chuckle from one of his faithless troops,
but Sir Hjortt didn’t give whoever it was the
satisfaction of turning in his saddle a second time.
He’d find the culprit after the day’s business was
done, and then they’d see what came of having a
laugh at their commander’s expense. Like the rest of
the Fifteenth Regiment, the cavalry apparently
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thought their new colonel was green because he
wasn’t yet twenty, but he would soon show them that
being young and being green weren’t the same thing
at all.
Now that their cowherd champion had engaged
the invaders, gaily painted doors began to open and
the braver citizenry slunk out onto their stoops, clearly
awestruck at the Imperial soldiers in their midst.
Sir Hjortt grunted in satisfaction—it had been so
quiet in the hamlet that he had begun to wonder if the
villagers had somehow been tipped off to his
approach and scampered away into the mountains.
“Where’s the mayor’s house, then?” he said, reins
squeaking in his gauntlets as he glared at the boy.
“See the trail there?” said the boy, pointing to the
east. Following the lad’s finger down a lane beside a
longhouse, Sir Hjortt saw a small gate set in the
village wall, and beyond that a faint trail leading up
the grassy foot of the steepest peak in the valley.
“My glass, Portolés,” said Sir Hjortt, and his
bodyguard walked her horse over beside his. Sir
Hjortt knew that if he carried the priceless item in his
own saddlebag one of his thuggish soldiers would
likely find a way of stealing it, but not a one of them
would dare try that shit with the burly war nun. She
handed it over and Sir Hjortt withdrew the heavy
brass hawkglass from its sheath; it was the only gift
his father had ever given him that wasn’t a weapon of
some sort, and he relished any excuse to use it.
Finding the magnified trail through the instrument,
he tracked it up the meadow to where the path
entered the surrounding forest. A copse of yellowing
aspen interrupted the pines and fir, and, scanning the
hawkglass upward, he saw that this vein of gold
continued up the otherwise evergreen covered
mountain.
“See it?” the cowherd said. “They live back up in
there. Not far.”
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Sir Hjortt gained a false summit and leaned
against one of the trees. The thin trunk bowed under
his weight, its copper leaves hissing at his touch, its
white bark leaving dust on his cape. The series of
switchbacks carved into the increasingly sheer
mountainside had become too treacherous for the
horses, and so Sir Hjortt and his two guards, Brother
Iqbal and Sister Portolés, had proceeded up the
scarps of exposed granite on foot. The possibility of a
trap had not left the knight, but nothing more hostile
than a hummingbird had showed itself on the hike,
and now that his eyes had adjusted to the strangely
diffuse light of this latest grove, he saw a modest,
freshly whitewashed house perched on the lip of the
next rock shelf.
Several hundred feet above them. Brother Iqbal
laughed and Sister Portolés cursed, yet her outburst
carried more humor in it than his. Through the trees
they went, and then made the final ascent.
“Why...” puffed Iqbal, the repurposed grain satchel
slung over one meaty shoulder retarding his already
sluggish pace, “in all the... devils of Emeritus... would
a mayor... live... so far... from his town?”
“I can think of a reason or three,” said Portolés,
setting the head of her weighty maul in the path and
resting against its long shaft. “Take a look behind us.”
Sir Hjortt paused, amenable to a break himself—
even with only his comparatively light riding armor on,
it was a real asshole of a hike. Turning, he let out an
appreciative whistle. They had climbed quickly, and
spread out below them was the painting-perfect
hamlet nestled at the base of the mountains. Beyond
the thin line of its walls, the lush valley fell away into
the distance, a meandering brook dividing east ridge
from west. Sir Hjortt was hardly a single-minded,
bloodthirsty brute, and he could certainly appreciate
the allure of living high above one’s vassals,
surrounded by the breathtaking beauty of creation.
Perhaps when this unfortunate errand was over he
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would convert the mayor’s house into a hunting
lodge, wiling away his summers with sport and
relaxation in the clean highland air.
“Best vantage in the valley,” said Portolés. “Gives
the headperson plenty of time to decide how to greet
any guests.”
“Do you think she’s put on a kettle for us?” said
Iqbal hopefully. “I could do with a spot of hunter’s
tea.”
“About this mission, Colonel...” Portolés was
looking at Sir Hjortt but not meeting his eyes. She’d
been poorly covering up her discomfort with phony
bravado ever since he’d informed her what needed to
be done here, and the knight could well imagine what
would come next. “I wonder if the order—”
“And I wonder if your church superiors gave me
the use of you two anathemas so that you might hem
and haw and question me at every pass, instead of
respecting my command as an Imperial colonel,” said
Sir Hjortt, which brought bruise-hued blushes to the
big woman’s cheeks. “Azgaroth has been a proud
and faithful servant of the Kings and Queens of
Samoth for near on a century, whereas your popes
seem to revolt every other feast day, so remind me
again, what use have I for your counsel?”
Portolés muttered an apology, and Iqbal fidgeted
with the damp sack he carried.
“Do you think I relish what we have to do? Do you
think I would put my soldiers through it, if I had a
choice? Why would I give such a command, if it was
at all avoidable? Why—” Sir Hjortt was just warming
to his lecture when a fissure of pain opened up his
skull.
Intense and unpleasant as the sensation was, it
fled in moments, leaving him to nervously consider
the witchborn pair. Had one of them somehow
brought on the headache with their devilish ways?
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Probably not; he’d had a touch of a headache for
much of the ride up, come to think of it, and he hadn’t
even mentioned the plan to them then.
“Come on,” he said, deciding it would be best to
drop the matter without further pontification. Even if
his bodyguards did have reservations, this mission
would prove an object lesson that it is always better
to rush through any necessary unpleasantness,
rather than drag your feet and overanalyze every ugly
detail. “Let’s be done with this. I want to be down the
valley by dark, bad as that road is.”
They edged around a hairpin bend in the steep
trail, and then the track’s crudely hewn stair delivered
them to another plateau, and the mayor’s house. It
was similar in design to those in the hamlet, but with
a porch overhanging the edge of the mild cliff and a
low white fence. Pleasant enough, thought Sir Hjortt,
except that the fence was made of bone, with each
outwardly bowed moose-rib picket topped with the
skull of a different animal. Owlbat skulls sat between
those of marmot and hill fox, and above the door of
the cabin rested an enormous one that had to be a
horned wolf; when the cowherd had mentioned such
a beast being spied in the area, Sir Hjortt had
assumed the boy full of what his cows deposited, but
maybe a few still prowled these lonely mountains.
What a thrill it would be, to mount a hunting party
for such rare game! Then the door beneath the skull
creaked, and a figure stood framed in the doorway.
“Well met, friends, you’ve come a long way,” the
woman greeted them. She was brawny, though not
so big as Portolés, with features as hard as the trek
up to her house. She might have been fit enough
once, in a country sort of way, when her long, silvery
hair was blond or black or red and tied back in pigtails
the way Hjortt liked. . . but now she was just an old
woman, same as any other, fifty winters young at a
minimum. Judging from the tangled bone fetishes
hanging from the limbs of the sole tree that grew
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inside the fence’s perimeter—a tall, black-barked
aspen with leaves as hoary as her locks—she might
be a sorceress, to boot.
Iqbal returned her welcome, calling, “Well met,
Mum, well met indeed. I present to you Sir Hjortt of
Azgaroth, Fifteenth Colonel of the Crimson Empire.”
The anathema glanced to his superior, but when
Sir Hjortt didn’t fall all over himself to charge ahead
and meet a potential witch, Iqbal murmured, “She’s
just an old bird, sir, nothing to fret about.”
“Old bird or fledgling, I wouldn’t blindly stick my
hand in an owlbat’s nest,” Portolés said, stepping
past Sir Hjortt and Iqbal to address the old woman in
the Crimson tongue. “In the names of the Pontiff of
the West and the Queen of the Rest, I order you out
here into the light, woman.”
“Queen of the Rest?” The woman obliged
Portolés, stepping down the creaking steps of her
porch and approaching the fence. For a mayor’s wife,
her checked dirndl was as plain as any village girl’s.
“And Pontiff of the West, is it? Last peddler we had
through here brought tidings that Pope Shanatu’s war
wasn’t going so well, but I gather much has changed.
Is this sovereign of the Rest, blessed whoever she
be, still Queen Indsorith? And does this mean peace
has once again been brokered?”
“This bird hears a lot from her tree,” muttered Sir
Hjortt, then asked the woman, “Are you indeed the
mayor’s wife?”
“I am Mayoress Vivi, wife of Leib,” said she. “And I
ask again, respectfully, to whom shall I direct my
prayers when next I—”
“The righteous reign of Queen Indsorith continues,
blessed be her name,” said Sir Hjortt. “Pope Shanatu,
blessed be his name, received word from on high that
his time as Shepherd of Samoth has come to an end,
and so the war is over. His niece Jirella, blessed be
her name, has ascended to her rightful place behind
the Onyx Pulpit, and taken on the title of Pope
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Y’Homa III, Mother of Midnight, Shepherdess of the
Lost.”
“I see,” said the mayoress. “And in addition to
accepting a rebel pope’s resignation and the
promotion of his kin to the same lofty post, our
beloved Indsorith, long may her glory persist, has
also swapped out her noble title? ‘Queen of Samoth,
Heart of the Star, Jewel of Diadem, Keeper of the
Crimson Empire’ for, ah, ‘Queen of the Rest’?” The
woman’s faintly lined face wrinkled further as she
smiled, and Portolés slyly returned it.
“Do not mistake my subordinate’s peculiar sense
of humor for a shift in policy—the queen’s honorifics
remain unchanged,” said Sir Hjortt, thinking of how
best to discipline Portolés. If she thought that sort of
thing flew with her commanding colonel just because
there were no higher-ranked clerical witnesses to her
dishonorable talk, the witchborn freak had another
thing coming. He almost wished she would refuse to
carry out his command, so he’d have an excuse to
get rid of her altogether. In High Azgarothian, he said,
“Portolés, return to the village and give the order. In
the time it will take you to make it down I’ll have made
myself clear enough.”
Portolés stiffened and gave Sir Hjortt a pathetic
frown that told him she’d been holding out hope that
he would change his mind. Not bloody likely. Also in
Azgarothian, the war nun said, “I’m. . . I’m just going
to have a look inside before I do. Make sure it’s safe,
Colonel Hjortt.”
“By all means, Sister Portolés, welcome,
welcome,” said the older woman, also in that ancient
and honorable tongue of Sir Hjortt’s ancestors.
Unexpected, that, but then the Star had been a
different place when this biddy was in her prime, and
perhaps she had seen more of it than just her remote
mountain. Now that she was closer he saw that her
cheeks were more scarred than wrinkled, a rather
gnarly one on her chin, and for the first time since
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their arrival, a shadow of worry played across the
weathered landscape of her face. Good. “I have an
old hound sleeping in the kitchen whom I should
prefer you left to his dreams, but am otherwise alone.
But, good Colonel, Leib was to have been at the
crossroads this morning . . .”
Sir Hjortt ignored the mayor’s wife, following
Portolés through the gate onto the walkway of flat,
colorful stones that crossed the yard.
They were artlessly arranged; the first order of
business would be to hire the mason who had done
the bathrooms at his family estate in Cockspar, or
maybe the woman’s apprentice, if the hoity-toity
artisan wasn’t willing to journey a hundred leagues
into the wilds to retile a walk. A mosaic of miniature
animals would be nice, or maybe indigo shingles
could be used to make it resemble a creek. But then
they had forded a rill on their way up from the village,
so why not have somebody trace it to its source and
divert it this way, have an actual stream flow through
the yard? It couldn’t be that hard to have it come
down through the trees there and then run over the
cliff beside the deck, creating a miniature waterfall
that—
“Empty,” said Portolés, coming back outside. Sir
Hjortt had lost track of himself—it had been a steep
march up, and a long ride before that. Portolés
silently moved behind the older woman, who stood on
the walk between Sir Hjortt and her house. The
matron looked nervous now, all right.
“My husband Leib, Colonel Hjortt. Did you meet
him at the crossroads?” Her voice was weaker now,
barely louder than the quaking aspens. That must be
something to hear as one lay in bed after a hard day’s
hunt, the rustling of those golden leaves just outside
your window.
“New plan,” said Sir Hjortt, not bothering with the
more formal Azgarothian, since she spoke it anyway.
“Well, it’s the same as the original, mostly, but
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instead of riding down before dark we’ll bivouac here
for the night.” Smiling at the old woman, he said, “Do
not fret, Missus Mayor, do not fret, I won’t be
garrisoning my soldiers in your town, I assure you.
Camp them outside the wall, when they’re done. We’ll
ride out at first”—the thought of sleeping in on a
proper bed occurred to him—“noon. We ride at noon
tomorrow. Report back to me when it’s done.”
“Whatever you’re planning, sir, let us parley before
you commit yourself,” said the old woman, seeming to
awaken from the anxious spell their presence had
cast upon her. She had a stern bearing he wasn’t at
all sure he liked. “Your officer can surely tarry a few
minutes before delivering your orders, especially if we
are to have you as our guests for the night. Let us
speak, you and I, and no matter what orders you may
have, no matter how pressing your need, I shall make
it worth your while to have listened.”
Portolés’s puppy-dog eyes from over the woman’s
shoulder turned Sir Hjortt’s stomach. At least Iqbal
had the decency to keep his smug gaze on the old
woman.
“Whether or not she is capable of doing so, Sister
Portolés will not wait,” said Sir Hjortt shortly. “You and
I are talking, and directly, make no mistake, but I see
no reason to delay my subordinate.”
The old woman looked back past Portolés,
frowning at the open door of her cabin, and then
shrugged. As if she had any say at all in how this
would transpire. Flashing a patently false smile at Sir
Hjortt, she said, “As you will, fine sir. I merely thought
you might have use for the sister as we spoke, for we
may be talking for some time.”
Fallen Mother have mercy, did every single person
have a better idea of how Sir Hjortt should conduct
himself than he did? This would not stand.
“My good woman,” he said, “it seems that we have
even more to parley than I previously suspected.
Sister Portolés’s business is pressing, however, and
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so she must away before we embark on this long
conversation you so desire. Fear not, however, for
the terms of supplication your husband laid out to us
at the crossroads shall be honored, reasonable as
they undeniably are. Off with you, Portolés.”
Portolés offered him one of her sardonic salutes
from over the older woman’s shoulder, and then
stalked out of the yard, looking as petulant as he’d
ever seen her. Iqbal whispered something to her as
he moved out of her way by the gate, and wasn’t fast
enough in his retreat when she lashed out at him. The
war nun flicked the malformed ear that emerged from
Iqbal’s pale tonsure like the outermost leaf of an
overripe cabbage, rage rendering her face even less
appealing, if such a thing was possible. Iqbal swung
his heavy satchel at her in response, and although
Portolés dodged the blow, the dark bottom of the
sackcloth misted her with red droplets as it whizzed
past her face. If the sister noticed the blood on her
face, she didn’t seem to care, dragging her feet down
the precarious trail, her maul slung over one hunched
shoulder.
“My husband,” the matron whispered, and, turning
back to her, Sir Hjortt saw that her wide eyes were
fixed on Iqbal’s dripping sack.
“Best if we talk inside,” said Sir Hjortt, winking at
Iqbal and ushering the woman toward her door.
“Come, come, I have an absolutely brilliant idea about
how you and your people might help with the war
effort, and I’d rather discuss it over tea.”
“You said the war was over,” the woman said
numbly, still staring at the satchel.
“So it is, so it is,” said Sir Hjortt. “But the effort
needs to be made to ensure it doesn’t start up again,
what? Now, what do you have to slake the thirst of
servants of the Empire, home from the front?”
She balked, but there was nowhere to go, and so
she led Sir Hjortt and Brother Iqbal inside. It was quiet
in the yard, save for the trees and the clacking of the
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bone fetishes when the wind ran its palm down the
mountain’s stubbly cheek. The screaming didn’t start
until after Sister Portolés had returned to the village,
and down there they were doing enough of their own
to miss the echoes resonating from the mayor’s
house.
This is an extract from A Crown for Cold Silver by
Alex Marshall published by Hachette Australia. Trade
Paperback $29.99, Ebook $16.99[GdM]	
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1.
And they lived happily ever after.
2.
There is an itch inside me. Every morning, the sun
rises. The stone walls of the castle are warmed by the
light, and white-starched maids pull back the heavy
blue velvet of my curtains so that the dust glows like a
thousand stars hanging in the air. Tea and toast are
brought on a silver tray. My hair shines golden upon
the twelve pillows at my back, and a black spaniel
curls at the foot of my bed.
After eating, I dress. The maids fuss around me,
buttoning my corset and straightening my skirts. My
hair is combed and curled, piled high upon my head
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and adorned with sparkling precious stones. My face
is powdered and red petals are used to stain my lips
and cheeks. My dresses are pink and pale blue and
buttery yellow and white. My shoes are always the
same glass slippers. They pinch my toes and blister
my feet.
There is an oak tree outside my bedroom window.
Its trunk is scarred by the years and birds nest
beneath its shade. In the mornings, I stand, fingertips
pressed against the glass. The leaves quiver in the
breeze, and I close my eyes and breathe (in out in
out) and in my mind I soar like those birds, into the
sky and the clouds and away.
Away and away and away.
3.
I am a princess now. There are rules for being a
princess, rules that are often unspoken and
sometimes unkind. I must be beautiful and graceful
and smile at my husband and bear him an heir. My
womb belongs to the kingdom now: to the peasants
and the nobles and to the cobbled streets and the
meadows and the dirt beneath my feet. My husband
dreams of a son. I dream of a dark forest and vines
that twist around my legs.
My mother died before she could warn me about
the weight of a husband beside you in a bed. On my
wedding night, my stepsisters whispered the crude
things that friends told them in the streets, and I did
not believe them until there was a calloused hand
pressed against my breast and a splitting and a
stabbing between my legs. I was sixteen. The
bleeding ceased on the third day.
He comes to my bed less frequently now. 'Don't
you love me?' he asks, and I stare at the ceiling and
count the grains in the dark oak beams.
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I remember love. Love was the gentle brush of my
mother's hand across my forehead and the engulfing
crush of my father's hugs. Love is not rough hands
and grunting, not perfect hair and make-up and
uncrumpled dresses. If I bear him a child, I suppose I
shall love it. If I love it too much, the fates will steal it
away.
I must learn to love my husband. It is not his fault
that he was a failed escape. He is handsome and a
good dancer and he thinks me the most beautiful
woman in the world. He is not a bad man. He is
probably a good man. My maids tell me that things
must always be this way.
Sometimes, they find me huddled beside the
fireplace and scold me for the ash that marks my
clothes. I do it again and again to see the disapproval
in their eyes.
I do not tell my husband. He would not
understand.
4.
My bride is unhappy. She is a fair actress, but she
has not yet learned how to show her smiles in her
eyes. She is well-mannered, compliant, beautiful, and
all that a princess should be. And yet she remains
distant: mine in name and in body, but never in soul.
She laughs when I talk of love, as though she
distrusts my heart. Her clothes are beautiful now, but
when she looks at me, sometimes I can only see the
rag-adorned girl with charcoal blackening her nails.
She helps her maids with their duties and walks the
castle grounds barefoot and with her hair unbound.
Sometimes I wonder if I shall ever tame her spirit.
Cinderella's womb remains empty. I yearn for a
son.
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5.
As we enter the ballroom, I take my bride's arm. Her
fingers are thin and pale against the tan of my hand,
and her neck is a delicate line topped with suncoloured curls. We pause to be seen and to be
acknowledged; she straightens her back, assuming
her role.
Cinderella's stepmother sinks into a deep curtsey
before us. Her hair is greying, but her eyes remain
bright. 'A child at last!' she exclaims, and my wife
looks down, folding her hands over the curve of her
stomach.
'I am merely eating well, stepmother,' she says,
and she does not look me in the eye. 'Our cook
prepares the sweetest of meats and my plate is
always piled high.'
'You must be careful,' her stepmother says. 'If you
become fat and lose your beauty, there are many
other women who will not.'
Cinderella’s stepmother looks to her daughters,
who are dancing and flirting with my red-uniformed
guards.
'Cinderella is the most beautiful woman in the
kingdom.' I circle my bride's waist with my arm, pulling
her close into my side. 'I want no other, and I never
shall.'
Cinderella smiles, but she stiffens in my embrace.
That night, she doesn't protest when I join her in
her bed. Her skin is soft against my fingertips, and
she is warm beneath me as I kiss her pale pink lips.
She is silent and unmoving, a beautiful doll.
'You are mine,' I say when I leave her.
'Are you happy?' is her reply.
6.
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A parasite grows inside my belly. It feeds on my fears
and forms nightmares from my dreams. I pummel my
own flesh, pressing fists deep into skin that does not
yield, but still my body betrays me. I rest my forehead
against the cool of the basin, bile burning hot in my
throat and chest. My tears are silent. The elegant
twists of my hair stay high and perfect and do not fall.
At night, I crouch in front of the fireplace, the stone
of the hearth warm beneath my knees. I pray that my
husband will not come; I pray that the curve of my
stomach remains concealed by the gathers of my
dress. The coals glow and the glass of my slippers
reflects their amber light. The huff of my breath feeds
the dying flames. There is ash upon my cheek and a
growth inside me that swells and thrives.
I call for her and she comes to me. The brown of
her skin and the grey of her hair blend and become
indistinct in the murky light. Only her black, black
eyes remain true. 'You are still so unhappy, my child,'
she says. 'You have a castle and maids and you are
wedded to a prince.'
'I am a lark in a cage,' I tell her. 'The bars are
different, but the song is the same.'
Her soft hands brush the dirt from my cheeks. I
curve into her touch and, for a moment, her face is
the face of my mother. We are silent. She is round
and warm where I am straight and cold. She smells
like tea and spice.
'Will you help me?' I ask.
'I dearly wish I could.' Her magic is imperfect. 'An
illusion,' she calls it, with smoke in her dark eyes.
'Fleeting trickery. A fairy's wiles.'
'I am desperate.'
'I could place a stone inside your womb,' she says,
'but at the stroke of midnight, it would become life
again.'
'It is not life; it is death. It is a tumour. No more.'
She strokes my stomach, her fingers finding the
bulge of the growth through the layers of my skirts.
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The shadows are thick in the corners of my bedroom
and the ceiling flushes with flickering light. I kiss her
cheek, and beneath my lips, the loose skin tightens
and its soft curve reforms into more youthful lines.
Her hair darkens, falling from its bun and settling
around her neck in a circle of curls. She lengthens
and shimmers, and the air folds and stretches around
her as it finds its new shape.
'Illusion,' she says again, and perhaps I
understand.
'Are you truly my godmother?'
'I am whatever you need me to be. It is the way
fairies are.'
'Humans too, sometimes.' The parasite is hot
within me. 'We are alike, you and I.'
'I know, Cinderella,' says the fairy. 'I know.'
'Is this who I really am?'
She touches my face. 'Only you can tell.'
7.
When she comes again, she is dressed in the skin of
a beautiful girl, not much older than I. She pets my
hair and strokes my skin and brings me fresh rags for
the bleeding that will not stop.
'You are so pale,' says the fairy. 'You look barely
alive.'
'It was worth it,' I say. 'The herbs helped me
breathe.'
I lean on her arms as I walk to my bed. The sheets
are stiff with clotted blood.
'There is an emptiness inside me. It is like a hole
that stretches from the base of my stomach to the
place where my heart used to be.' I fold a rag and
tuck it deep within my skirts. My fingers emerge slick
with red. 'It is a good hole, I think. It is filled with
quiet.'
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The fairy presses a glass of water into my hands. I
drink it and swallow the herbs that swirl within the
liquid. 'An old woman's cure,' she says.
'Not magic?'
'You need more than illusion if you are to stay
alive.'
'Who are you really?' I ask her.
'A fairy,' she answers. 'Your friend.'
'An illusion.'
'Only in appearance.'
I touch her face. Her skin is smooth and brown.
The line of her nose rises slightly at the tip. Her lips
are soft. 'Is this what I need from you now? Youth and
beauty?'
'Someone you can understand.'
'Beauty is entrapment,' I say.
I am ugly beneath my skin. My golden curls hide a
briar patch of thorns and tangles. My fair white flesh
is a bag for filth and flies. The blue of my eyes is the
blue of the weeds that strangle the gentle flowers in
the castle gardens and between my legs there is a
chasm that bleeds and grows.
'Show me your face.' I tear at my dress, rending
the bodice and exposing the pale curves of my
breasts. 'Take what you will, but see me with your
own eyes.'
'These are my eyes,' she says, and they are as
black as they were that first evening, as black as they
have always been when she has stroked me and
comforted me and seen into my soul.
As I watch, she changes. Her jaw becomes
pointed, and she shrinks until her height is that of my
shoulders. Her hips are smooth and lean. Her skin
darkens and her hair takes on a blueish hue: the
black of the starlit skies. Her teeth sharpen and her
cheekbones stretch and her breasts grow lower and
fuller.
'You are still young and beautiful,' I say.
She is right. Her eyes are the same.
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8.
Now I go to Cinderella even when she has not called
for me. There is a transparency to her skin that was
not there before the bleeding and a sunken set to her
eyes. It only serves to make her more beautiful. We
fairies are born to be shaped to others' whims, but at
times I catch myself desiring more. She is fragile and
inscrutable and drifting further into her own mind with
every passing day.
'He came to me tonight,' she says when I appear
beside her bed. 'I can still smell him on the sheets
and on my skin.'
I stroke her hair and she stiffens for a moment
before relaxing and allowing the touch. 'Are you hurt?'
She ignores the question, instead catching my
hand inside her own and squeezing it with her
delicate strength. 'Is love so very tied to beauty? He
never says he loves me when it is dark or his eyes
are closed.' She examines my fingers, so much
longer than hers, and tests the points of my nails with
one fingertip. 'I can see that my husband is
handsome, but I only love him as a duty. I can see
that your form is wrong to human eyes, and yet I
would prefer you to a thousand men.'
'Fairies and humans are not so very different.'
'No,' she says. 'Although I am never entirely sure
that you are real.'
'Sometimes I wonder the same of you.'
She smiles: perfect white teeth in that perfect
white face. 'So do I. There are days when I am
nothing more than a loose collection of dreams. Other
times, it is like all of my senses are screaming at
once.'
'Did he hurt you tonight?' I try again.
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'What is pain anyway?' Her eyes focus for a
moment and she sees my face. 'I am not injured,
although I cannot remember when I was last whole.'
'You are not broken, Cinderella.'
'I am a thousand pieces, and none of them knows
your name.'
'Would it make a difference?'
She frowns. 'I had another name once. I had a
mother and a father and a different name.'
I stroke her forehead. 'Names are not everything.'
There are tears in her eyes. Cinderella clutches
my shoulder and pulls me close. 'Do you think I am
beautiful?'
'More beautiful with every passing day.'
She sighs and pulls the bedclothes tight around
her chest. 'Then I am surely doomed.'
9.
Cinderella is on the hearth when I emerge from the
flames, her nightclothes torn and hanging from her
body like a collection of ashy rags. One of her shins is
bleeding and her pale hair hangs in tangles.
'What did he do?'
For a long moment, she looks at me without
seeing me, and then it is as though a dark shadow
moves from behind her eyes. She blinks. Her cheeks
are pink from the fire. 'Fairy,' she says, 'he has not
been here tonight.'
'But your clothes...'
She looks down at her body, plucking at the
remnant of white cotton that barely covers her left
breast. 'I was sleeping,' she says, 'or perhaps I was
awake.'
'You are hurt.' I press a strip of fabric against her
wound, and it quickly colours.
When I bleed, I know I am still alive.'
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Cinderella watches as I dress her injury, a distant
interest evident in her eyes. When I have done all I
can, I fetch water from the basin in the corner of her
bedroom and gently wash the smears of charcoal
from her face. She is pliant in my embrace, and I can
feel her heart beating beneath my ear like the
fluttering pulse of a songbird.
She guides my fingers to her breast and it is warm
and soft, the nipple pressing against my palm. I pull
away, but she catches my hand and this time holds it
in place, just as her other hand delves beneath my
bodice.
'Cinderella—' I begin, but she kisses me before I
can order my words.
'I know that you must want this,' she says. 'It is
what everyone wants from me. My face. My flesh.'
'But I am only what you want me to be,' I remind
her.
Her fingers are cold. They stab and burn between
my legs.
10.
'My name is Cinderella,' I tell her, 'because I was born
of you.'
11.
There is a beast in my royal mirror. Its fangs are
pointed and its eyes glow red. I run fingernails down
my cheeks and the lines are pink, like the stain upon
my lips. The beast smiles with a thousand knives. My
pulse throbs, thick and slow, within my neck. I break
the glass, but still the beast survives.
The fairy stands by my window, dressed in the soft
flesh of a child. 'Come closer,' I tell her, and she
approaches with tentative eyes.
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'Are you well?' she asks.
'I am falling,' I say.
I sit upon my bed, and cradle her small head
within my lap. Her hands are tiny and her fingers are
pointed. She watches me and I can feel my skin
peeling beneath her gaze. I shed it like a snake, and
leave myself behind.
'You are too thin,' she says. 'Are you eating?'
'It all tastes like dust now,' I reply.
My breasts are shrinking. They fade and fold into
my chest, but still he palms them, and still his weight
presses heavy upon the dip of my stomach and the
bones of my ribs.
'So beautiful, so delicate, so fragile,' is forever his
panting refrain.
I lie, naked, the glass slippers upon my feet, and
he kisses my lips and devours my soul.
'I love you,' he says, and the words stretch and
become bars for the walls of my cage. 'I love you.
You are beautiful. I love you. You are mine.'
I understand love now. Love is possession. I want
to be free.
12.
It is summer and the heat of the fire joins the heat of
the air. I dress in my finest ball gown, and pile curls
high upon my head. I polish my slippers until the
glass shines like the purest mountain stream. I open
the window to let in the night.
I watch from a distance as I kneel upon the hearth.
The smoke stings my eyes, and I blink away
unwanted tears. The coals are marbled with amber
light. I breathe and I breathe and I allow myself to fall.
The pain is unbearable. My skin melts and embers
singe the curls of my perfect hair. Hot ash burns the
swell of my perfect lips and my perfect nose becomes
molten flesh between the curves of my perfect
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cheeks. I am screaming but I am laughing. No one
comes.
The air is sweet with the scent of human meat.
13.
My husband does not look at me as he presses the
gold into my scarred and knotted hands. I smile as
best my mouth can manage and hide my fortune
deep within the charred layers of my skirts. He does
not speak of love.
I peel back the bars of my prison and the air is
sweet as it kisses the charred ruins of my face. The
castle gates close behind me. The sky is blue and
bright.
I bend and tug the glass slippers from my feet.
The path is warm and solid beneath my toes. I turn to
face the castle one final time. The shoes reflect the
sunlight as they spin through the air and shatter into a
thousand splinters against the stone of the castle
walls.
The path stretches into the distance. Barefoot, I
begin to walk.
14.
Once upon a time.[GdM]	
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'What the shit is that?'
It was a fair enough question, Ichabod Drift
reflected. The galaxy was full of wondrous things, and
some of them really were quite odd-looking. Such
was the case with the edifice hoving into view through
the viewshield of the Keiko, the somewhat battered
Kenya-class freighter of which he was captain and
proprietor.
'What does it look like?' he asked. Amir
McGillicutty screwed up his face, as though
considering the question caused him physical pain.
'Looks a bit like some bastard built a giant flying
church.'
'Some bastard did,' Drift confirmed, 'but in space,
bad things can happen to good people. Or bad
people. Just to people in general, I guess.'
'Basically, it's not a church anymore,' Tamara
Rourke said. Short where Drift was tall, curt where he
was loquacious and with her black hair cropped close
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to the skull while his hung in violet-dyed lengths to his
shoulders, Drift's business partner didn't like anyone
wasting words. She looked up from the terminal
screen she was studying on the other side of the
cockpit. 'We've got clearance for Bay 23, Jia.'
'Gotcha,' their pilot acknowledged, adjusting the
thruster settings.
'So if it's not a church now, what is it?' Amir
persisted. He was younger than anyone else on the
crew except Jia, and despite Amir’s collection of
useful skills, Drift was already starting to find him
slightly wearing.
'Best to let them explain,' Drift said, tapping a
flashing icon. The holodesk sputtered into life and two
white male figures appeared on the dash, about oneeighth of real size, in the pre-recorded welcome
message which had been hailing them. One was tall
and stocky, with long dark hair tied back, a beard
extending an inch beyond his face, and antiquated
clothes that wouldn't have looked out of place on Old
Earth, including a ridiculous tall hat with a brim. The
other was shorter, slighter, and clad in a bodysuit of
some modern poly-u fabric, with one side of his head
shaved, the hair on the other side left combed over,
and a mechanical eye not dissimilar to the one that
occupied Drift's right socket.
'Greetings, and welcome to the House of the
Redeemer,' they chorused in unison.
'I'm Captain John,' the taller one continued.
'And I'm Captain Jack,' his smaller companion
added. 'At a mighty three miles long, this is the
largest pleasurehouse in the galaxy...'
'...and since it is conveniently positioned in
international space, it's not subject to any laws except
our own. And we have just one law: Have Fun.'
'Remember,' Captain Jack concluded, giving a
thumbs-up, 'you can't be redeemed unless you've
sinned!'
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The transmission winked out, leaving Amir
frowning at the holodesk. 'Is this for real?'
'You bet your life,' Drift told him. 'Which you can, in
there, although I wouldn't recommend it.' He activated
his comm. ‘A, you ready to roll?’
+Yes bro, I’ll be right up.+
‘Roger that.’ Drift stood, shifting his shoulders in
an attempt to loosen them a little, while the
crenelated majesty of the former house of worship
passed lazily beneath the Keiko. He looked at Amir
again. ’You know what your job is?'
'Yeah, yeah,' Amir muttered. 'I walk in with you, I
keep an eye out for anyone sneaking up or scoping
us while you're talking to the mark.'
'Don't take it lightly,' Rourke said. 'A void station
like this is effectively lawless. If you want to walk out,
you'll keep your wits about you.'
'Feel free not to walk out,' Jia added from the
pilot's chair, without looking around. Drift frowned at
Amir in silent warning not to rise to the bait. Jia
normally only verbally sparred with her brother Kuai,
their mechanic, but she and Amir had apparently
gotten off on the wrong foot.
If it came down to it, Drift knew which one he'd be
booting. Amir was useful, but Jia was gifted.
Egotistical and almost completely uncontrollable,
perhaps, but certainly gifted.
He hustled the kid out of the cockpit and into the
boarding hall with no further exchanges of venom. Jia
expertly brought them alongside one of the long
docking tubes and Drift used the slight delay to give
final instructions to his crew.
'The contact's supposed to be on the third
gambling floor, standing at Roulette Table 5,' he
reminded them, checking his hip holsters. 'We won't
have long to get this done before that Brazilian
cabron turns up for what he thinks is his job, so we'll
have to move fast and slick. I make the approach,
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Amir watches our back. Big A lurks, and makes an
entrance if needed.'
Apirana Wahawaha, the crew's enormous Maori
bruiser, nodded his heavily-tattooed head. 'You got it,
bro.'
'Tamara is backup in case something unexpected
happens,' Drift finished. 'If it all goes south, disperse
and meet back here. Clear?'
There were assorted nods and mutters of assent.
'Very well then,' Drift beamed, popping the airlock
behind him open to the pressurised tunnel beyond.
'Let's do something illegal.'
*

*

*

The docking tunnels always led to areas of the House
that catered to fairly tame pursuits, so as not to scare
away first-time punters. Drift and Amir walked through
brightly-lit malls and passed eateries, bars dispensing
alcohol and soft narcotics, and flashing lights
advertising rooms of coin-operated gambling
machines. Soon enough they reached a bank of
elevators, the doors of which hissed softly as human
traffic passed in and out.
'What does that mean?' Amir asked, gesturing at a
large sign on the wall. An arrow pointed upwards with
the word “CHANCE” next to it in a variety of
languages. Below it an arrow pointed downwards
next to variations on the word “CERTAINTY”.
'Directions,' Drift told him, heading for one of the
cars, which had just arrived. 'Upwards is gambling.
Downwards is... well, see for yourself.'
The doors slid aside and a small group of people
staggered out. They were in various stages of
undress, and the one in the lead – a pale-skinned,
thickly-bearded man with a turban – was bleeding
from several neat lines on his bare torso.
‘Oh,’ Amir said weakly.
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'Pleasures for the body and the mind,' Drift said,
slipping into the empty car with Amir on his heels.
'Word of advice, though: don't go too far down. Some
people don't come out again.'
'You don't say,' Amir replied, eyes still fixed on the
unsteady revellers until the doors closed and
obscured them from view.
'And if you go right to the top, you can end up
betting on what happens right at the bottom,' Drift
added, shunting an unpleasant memory aside. He'd
never gone back to that particular contact a second
time, and not because they'd paid badly. He wasn't
too proud to admit that some things turned his
stomach. 'They've got cameras. We're only going a
little way up though. Good, honest games of chance.'
The third gaming floor had a more subdued
lighting scheme than the malls they'd passed through
below, and a colour scheme of rich burgundy
(including velveted walls, which had always struck
Drift as an old choice of décor). He led Amir in a
casual wander between the tables, trying to look as
though he was searching for his game of choice. In
fact he was scanning the roulette tables, looking for
the mark.
There – blonde tresses done up in an intricate
style and held in place with a pair of black hairsticks.
Drift closed his natural left eye for a second so as not
to get the unpleasant blurring sensation that
reminded him of the wrong end of being drunk, and
kicked up the zoom on his right. The girl expanded in
his vision: late twenties perhaps, barring surgical or
chemical age treatments, in a tight black dress and
bicep-length matching gloves. Just as their
information had said.
'You got her?' Amir muttered from beside him.
'Si.' Drift pulled the zoom back to a natural level
and began walking again, lifting a glass from a robotic
dumbwaiter's tray as he did so. 'Any eyes on us?'
'None I can see.'
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'Keep watching. You see A?'
'Hard not to spot him,' Amir snorted. 'He's circling
round to our right, about thirty yards away. Isn't he
kind of conspicuous?'
'Sure,' Drift admitted, 'but that only matters if
anyone who happens to be watching us thinks he's
with us. Which they shouldn't, given we entered
separately.'
They were approaching the roulette table. Now
Drift was closer he could tell she wasn't there for the
gambling: she wasn't paying close attention to the
table or the wheel, or even chatting with the other
players. Instead, she was sipping her drink in the toosmall doses of someone who wanted to fit in but
didn't want to get drunk, and was trying to look all
ways at once. She saw them approach, of course, but
didn't look twice until they were on top of her. Drift
was almost hurt: he felt he normally warranted a
second look.
'Olá, senhorita,' he greeted her amiably in
Portuguese. 'Amanda, I believe?' Her dress wasn't
actually black, as he'd thought from a distance.
Instead it had a faint, rainbow-touched sheen to it
which was probably supposed to be captivating but
actually reminded him of an oil spill. She wore no
jewellery except a pair of square, overlarge silveredged sapphire studs on her ears. All in all, she didn't
look as much like the image of a sophisticated, highclass gambler as she probably hoped.
Unsurprising, given that so far as he was aware
she worked in a weapons lab.
She turned completely away from the table to face
him. Appearance aside, her blank expression would
have done a professional poker player proud. 'Do I
know you, sir?'
Her accent was precise, cut-glass British, and
another act so far as Drift could tell. 'Just looking to
conduct a little business, ma'am.'
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Her eyes narrowed and she began to turn away
from him. 'You're on the wrong floor. The prostitutes
are further down.’
Damn. He caught her arm, but she squirmed free
and backed off a couple of feet, glaring daggers at
him. One or two other players glanced up at them, but
only for a second: other people's squabbles weren't
any of their concerns.
'You're drawing attention to us,' Drift murmured,
trying not to look around. That was Amir's job, he just
needed to stay focused. 'My name is Ricardo
Moutinho-'
'No it's not,' she replied, her eyes furious. 'I've
seen a picture, and you're not who I'm supposed to
meet.'
Double damn. 'My money's just as good,' he said,
essaying a winning smile, but he hadn't counted on
her nerves. This wasn't an experienced go-between,
this was a nervous lab tech out of her depth and too
scared to see the advantages of compromise.
'I'm not alone here.'
He snorted. ’Bullshit.' Her eyes widened slightly,
and he knew he'd guessed correctly. He took a step
closer, trying to exude an air of confidentiality and
common purpose instead of intimidation, despite his
height. 'You can't risk anyone else knowing about this
deal, so you have no backup. Please, this will work
out better for us both if you-'
'Keep away,' she snapped. 'You'd better know, I
can handle a man twice my size if I need to.'
Drift sighed. Sometimes you just had to play
hardball. 'It's not your lucky day then, because I
brought one three times your size.'
'Kia ora,' Apirana rumbled from behind her. At
closer to seven feet than six and well over three
hundred pounds, the sheer sight of Big A had
defused many a potential fight before it started. He'd
wandered closer as the conversation progressed, and
bless him, he'd ended up exactly where he was
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needed and right on cue. Almost-certainly-not
Amanda actually squeaked in alarm at the sudden
appearance of a wall of Maori but then did the one
thing Drift simply hadn't counted on.
She bolted directly away, swerving between the
gaming tables and making for the nearest exit.
'Shit!' Drift recovered himself in an instant and
scrambled after her, ignoring the cries of protest from
around him. She really was painfully amateur at this,
he thought as he nearly clattered into a tray of drinks
held by another robot. The first rule of dealing
contraband, whatever it might be, was to avoid
attention. Even in a place like the House of the
Redeemer, where the law held no sway, you'd still
want to keep your activities on the down-low lest
someone else decided you had something valuable
and muscled in.
Which was exactly what he was trying to do, he
supposed, but at least he had a bit of class. He'd
been perfectly willing to pay for the goods if she’d had
the sense to negotiate.
Amanda was fast, he'd give her that. She made it
to the exit before he could gain much ground on her,
then darted left out of sight down the corridor. It took
him a couple more breathless seconds to reach the
doorway, just in time to see her back disappearing
around another corner.
The comm crackled in his ear. +Jesus, Ichabod,
what did you do?+
'I overestimated her,' he told Rourke curtly, without
slowing down.
+You overestimated her?+
'I thought she was smarter,' he replied. 'Got any
suggestions?'
+Stay on her. I'll cut her off from the elevators:
we'll get her one way or the other.+
He rounded the next corner, and was startled to
find Amir pulling level with him. He'd never expected
Apirana to join the chase – the big man could build up
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a reasonable head of steam in a straight line but
wasn't what you'd call nimble – but he hadn't
expected the kid to think quickly enough to keep up
with him.
'Just shoot her!' Amir shouted as they pounded
through startled punters and staff, leaving a trail of
spilled drinks, scattered hors d'oeuvre, and
sulphurous swearing in their wake.
'No!' Drift was a little surprised at the vehemence
of his own objection, but damn it if he'd resort to
murder and theft. That was just... uncivilised.
Besides, despite the Captains' welcoming speech, the
House had its own enforcers to make sure all 'fun'
stayed where it was meant to. If you started causing
trouble outside of the lower levels...
Well, then you might run into the likes of the two
men in gold-trimmed, navy blue uniforms around the
next corner, who were turning in the direction of Drift
and Amir at the frantic urging of Amanda. Drift caught
a brief glimpse of the triumphant smile spreading over
his quarry's face before his attention was caught by a
pair of gun muzzles being raised with bad intentions.
Drift dived instinctively, using his momentum to
throw himself into a roll across the plush carpet. The
crack of gunfire assaulted his ears, and he came up
by the far wall with a pistol in each hand. His first lefthanded shot went wide but the second one caught
one of the guards in the shoulder, while his first righthanded shot lucked out and hit a knee. The righthand enforcer screamed and fell, his gun dropping as
both hands clutched instinctively at the shattered
joint; the one on the left staggered and swung his
weapon in Drift's direction, but Drift's next shots
stitched a line across the man's chest and put him
down.
His response had been automatic, and it was only
once he'd fired that he realised how unusual it was for
House security to shoot first and ask questions later.
However, when he looked around to check on Amir,
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an explanation presented itself: the kid's gun was in
his hand and the kid himself was on the floor. The
young idiot must have already had his weapon out,
and that would have been all the reason security
needed to drop him.
'Damn it!' Drift scrambled to Amir's side, but there
were two holes in the kid's chest leaking dark stains
over his flight suit. That was it: the Keiko didn't have
the sort of equipment or personnel to save someone
from even one bad chest wound, let alone two. It was
a shame, but Drift hadn't made a living off the galaxy
for as long as he had by being overly sentimental. If
the kid had only been winged, he'd have dropped his
pursuit and trusted Rourke to get the deal done, but
Amir had just transitioned himself from asset to
deadweight and the Keiko had no room for
deadweight.
A clatter of swing doors snatched his attention
back to Amanda, who'd dived through them once her
improvised ambush hadn't turned out as she'd
planned. Even worse, Drift could hear shouts and
running feet indicating that additional security had
been nearby and had heard the noise. The entire
thing had only taken seconds, and there were still
other people standing around the corridor in shock.
Drift's eyes latched onto one, a middle-aged man with
a ferocious beard and moustache and a bandana,
which probably hid a bald spot but also gave him a
vaguely piratical air.
'Catch!'
Drift threw his left pistol underhand at the man,
who caught it reflexively. Horrified realisation was just
beginning to creep over the poor bastard's face as
Drift crashed through the double doors in pursuit of
Amanda, which was when three more enforcers
rounded a corner with guns drawn. It wasn't exactly
Drift's fault if they jumped to inaccurate conclusions.
'Wai-'
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The man's protestations were cut short by gunfire
as the doors of what turned out to be a kitchen
banged shut behind Drift. Other witnesses might clue
the security into what had actually happened, but for
at least a precious few seconds the guards would
think they'd killed their colleagues' murderer.
He needed to use those seconds wisely. There
was another set of doors on the far side and, judging
by the startled body language of the chef and waiter
who were just turning away from them and towards
him, it was pretty obvious which way Amanda had
gone. Both staff shrank back from him as he sprinted
forward, pistol still in hand, and it occurred to him as
he burst out into yet another corridor that he'd
probably better holster his remaining weapon again
before he ended up going the same way as Amir.
'A little help?' Rourke’s voice rasped from his left.
Amanda was facing him, a kitchen knife at her feet
and her hands desperately clawing at the arm
wrapped tight around her neck from behind. The arm
itself was attached to Tamara Rourke, who was
glaring at him from over the other woman's shoulder.
'Any time you're ready…' Rourke added, a trifle
breathlessly.
Rourke was deadly, but Amanda was struggling
desperately against her grip. However, all Drift had to
do was haul her hands away from Rourke's forearm
and allow his business partner to sink the blood
choke in properly. The struggling lab tech slumped to
the floor a couple of seconds later, her brain briefly
deprived of oxygen.
'Which hand was she holding her drink in?' Rourke
asked without preamble, releasing the hold.
'Uh... the right,' Drift replied. He'd learned not to
query Rourke's choice of questions when time was a
factor, because there was always a good reason to
them.
Rourke bent down and grabbed Amanda's right
ear stud, then simply wrenched it loose. Drift winced:
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that was going to sting like hell when she came
around in a few seconds.
'Let's go,' Rourke told him, her long coat flaring
behind her as she hurried past him.
'You... what makes you think that's it?' Drift
demanded, catching up with his partner with a few
long strides.
'She left her bag when she ran from you,' Rourke
replied, not looking at him as they tried to put some
distance between themselves and Amanda's
temporarily unconscious form without appearing too
suspicious, 'so it had to be on her person somewhere.
Subdermal transport doesn't lend itself well to an
inconspicuous handoff, and a hidden pocket in that
sort of clothing wouldn't be much better. No other
jewellery, so the ear studs seemed anomalous and
overlarge unless being used to conceal something. A
right-handed person would instinctively put the more
valuable of two otherwise identical studs on their right
ear, as it would feel more secure there.' Her darkskinned hands twisted together around the earstud
and there was a faint click before she slid the stone
aside to reveal a small, black square of plastic laced
with metallic lines.
'Presto. One payload.'
'You're going to be wrong, one of these days,' Drift
told her through a smile.
'And then you'll get to say, “I told you so”.'
'I doubt I'll want to.' He chewed the inside of his
cheek for a moment while Rourke discarded the
stud's separated halves and slotted the data chip into
her pad. 'Amir didn't make it.'
Rourke's mouth twitched, but her stride didn't
falter. 'That's a shame. He was useful. What
happened?'
'The girl set security on us,' Drift replied. 'They got
him. I had to, ah, take steps.'
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Rourke's eyes flickered to him for a second, then
back to the pad in her hands. 'Wonderful. The stairs,
then?'
'They can't lock those down,' Drift agreed. 'How's it
looking?'
'Dangerous,' Rourke said, blueprints scrolling
across her pad's display.
'Good,' Drift nodded. 'That means someone will
want to buy it.' He keyed his comm. 'A, you there?'
+Right behind you, Cap.+
Drift looked over his shoulder. Sure enough,
Apirana was visible a little way back in the corridor,
moving through the House's other punters like a
freighter through a fleet of tugs. The big man had
clearly remembered Drift's instruction to return to the
ship if anything went awry.
'Good,' Drift said, looking away again. 'Pick the
pace up a little though, I know we're an odd-looking
bunch but I'd rather stick together at the moment.
We're taking the stairs.'
+You got it.+
Apirana caught up with them just as they turned
onto a wide staircase which was a little too deserted
for Drift's liking. The House of the Redeemer was
huge and therefore hard to police, but the captains
took an understandably dim view of people killing
their staff and Drift would have preferred a little more
cover.
'Where's Amir?' Apirana asked as they began to
descend.
'Took a couple of bullets from security,' Drift
muttered, trying to pitch his voice loud enough for the
big man to hear him but without anyone else picking
up what he was saying.
'Seriously? Damn, bro.' Apirana's big face soured.
'I kinda liked him. Nothin' you could do?'
'Two to the chest.' Drift shook his head. 'All over
bar the shouting.'
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'Shiiiit,' the Maori sighed. 'Tell me you at least got
what we came for?'
'Si, thanks to Sherlock here,' Drift said, gesturing
at Rourke. She looked at him blankly.
'Who?'
'What, you don't...?' Drift looked at Apirana, who
seemed equally mystified. 'Madre di Dios, does noone appreciate the classics anymore?'
*

*

*

They were fifty yards away from the hatch of the
docking tunnel the Keiko was attached to when the
press of people around them suddenly sprouted
guns.
'Whoa, what...' The instinctive progress of Drift's
right hand towards his remaining pistol was halted by
the intimidating, cold presence of a barrel against his
temple. 'Jesu Cristo, man!'
'No such luck, you Mexican babaca,' a voice
snarled. Its owner appeared in Drift's eyeline, tall and
weathered with a thick, dark moustache and
generous stubble.
'Moutinho,' Drift sighed, his heart sinking. 'Is there
a problem here?'
'You tell me,' Ricardo Moutinho spat. 'Actually,
wait, how about you don't speak? You think I didn't
see that piece of trash you call a ship lurking around
Jörmungandr?'
Drift frowned. 'I had business with Church and
Camden, just like you.'
'Which happened to bring you here? I don't think
so. Somehow, you got wind of the job I took for them
and thought you could sneak in and take it first.' The
Brazilian snorted a laugh. 'I sorta admire your balls...
but not enough to let you get away with it. Hand it
over.'
'I don't know-'
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'I'll happily redecorate this hallway with your
brains,' Moutinho said. 'You're capable, Drift, I'll give
you that, and I don't reckon you'd be heading back to
your floating rustbucket unless you'd got what you
came for. You can hand the chip over to me right now
and you get to walk away, or we kill you and then
search your corpses. One way is easier for both of
us.'
Sadly, Moutinho wasn't an idiot. Drift sighed.
'Tamara?'
'There aren't that many of them,' Rourke replied,
gesturing at the half-dozen thugs that made up
Moutinho’s crew. She was standing totally relaxed,
with no evidence of the tension Drift was feeling other
than the diamond-hard glare she was shooting at
Moutinho.
'Yeah, but me and A aren't as tough as you,' Drift
pointed out truthfully. 'Just give it to them.'
'Damn it, Drift.' Rourke pulled the chip from her
coat pocket and tossed it to the floor at Moutinho's
feet.
'Don't stop covering her,' the Brazilian ordered,
squatting to retrieve it while keeping his eyes fixed on
Rourke. He handed it to the woman beside him, a
dark-haired tough with a face like a knife blade. 'That
was too easy. Check it.'
His crewer slotted the chip into her pad, then
frowned. 'Looks like... ponies?'
Moutinho's face creased in disbelief, and he
craned his neck to see over her shoulder. 'What?'
'Seriously. It's episodes of some sort of animated
pony show. The shit is this?'
'A decoy,' Moutinho snapped, turning his attention
back to Rourke. 'Nice try. The real chip, now. And
your pad.'
Rourke glowered at him, but tossed him her pad.
Moutinho pulled the chip out, dropped the pad and
stamped on it until it broke, then passed the new chip
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to his crewer. She placed it in her pad and nodded in
approval. 'This looks like what we're after.'
'Wonderful.' Moutinho clicked his fingers and the
gun barrels levelled at Drift, Rourke, and Apirana
lowered. 'One last thing, Drift: how did you find out
about this job? And don't try to tell me Church and
Camden sent you here as well: the twins aren't dumb
enough to set both of us after the same thing.'
Drift shrugged, not bothering to hide the hollow
feeling in his stomach. They'd lost Amir for nothing.
'Where's that redhead navigator of yours? Back on
the Jacare?'
Moutinho's eyes narrowed.
'I mean, I don't like to brag, but if you'd taken off as
soon as you'd been given the job then even I wouldn't
have had time to loosen her tongue.' He managed a
smirk. 'As it were.'
'Bullshit.'
'Seriously, I mean, why would a navigator get
tattoos on her ass? She sits in a chair, that's her job,
that's got to hur-'
'Oh, fuck me,' the woman to Drift's left said,
shaking her head. 'He's telling the truth, boss.'
Moutinho's moustache quivered as his mouth
moved beneath it, but finally he forced a smile. 'Well,
thanks for the heads up, I guess. And for doing my
work for me. But if I find you sniffing around one of
my scores again, I won't be so friendly.' He turned
and walked away, presumably towards where the
Jacare was berthed. His goons followed, but they
kept their guns drawn and their eyes on Drift and his
companions until they'd rounded the next corner.
'Damn,' Apirana said, slamming one giant fist into
the other palm.
'Good call on the navigator story,' Rourke said to
Drift. 'A better idea than admitting we bugged the
twins' office, and you've got the rep to make it
believable.'
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'Nice try on the bait and switch, yourself,' Drift
replied. He attempted a smile. 'Kuai's going to be mad
you lost his ponies, though.'
'Shame they didn't buy it,' Apirana muttered.
'Don't be so sure,' Rourke said, the faintest hint of
a smug smile cracking her lips. She pulled another
data chip from her pocket. 'I switched the chip in my
pad while they were looking at the first one.'
Drift stared at her, hardly daring to hope. 'But they
checked it!'
'They didn't know exactly what they were after,'
Rourke said. 'They got weapon plans alright, but it
was a copy of the ones we stole from New Ghayathi a
few months back.'
'The same ones we sold to Church and Camden
last time!' Drift laughed. 'Hah! Moutinho's going to try
to sell the twins something they've already bought!'
Apirana grinned. 'I take it we ain't gonna go back
to Jörmungandr for a bit, then?'
'That wouldn't seem wise,' Drift admitted, leading
the way towards the docking hatch. Suddenly
everything had fallen back into place. 'Besides, the
twins are only going to be middlemen taking a cut;
they've got no use for weapon blueprints themselves.
When we first planned this I was thinking about trying
to find a buyer at the Great Soukh, but Tamara had a
better idea.'
'I've got some contacts in the less reputable parts
of the USNA government,' Rourke said as the airlock
hissed open. 'They'll be very interested in what we've
got here, and where it came from. And when I say
“interested”, I mean “willing to pay well”.'
'Hear that, big man?' Drift said, slapping Apirana
on the back as the Maori ducked his head to pass
through the doorway. 'A government. We're
practically doing good!'
Apirana turned to him. ’You see this face, bro?'
'Yeah.'
'This is my “I don't believe you” face.'
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'Oh, come on!' Drift said, securing the airlock
behind them. 'Someone's going to make money off
this, it might as well be us!' He sighed happily. '“Cry
havoc, and let slip the...”'
Rourke and Apirana looked blankly at him again.
'Oh, never mind.'[GdM]	
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[GdM] You have said before that you do not
consider yourself grimdark.
How would you
describe grimdark and how would you classify
your work based on your current series?
[PVB] I guess it’s in the eye of the beholder. I’ve seen
little consensus on what precisely constitutes
grimdark. Each person defines it for themselves, and
so there is wild variation. Most definitions are so
bleak I don’t know of any popular work that fits the
bill, and others are so broad they catch most any
modern fantasy author. When someone included
Robin Hobb on a grimdark list, I realized just how far
things had gone.
So I can’t really tell you what grimdark is, because
it, like all genres and sub-genres is only a signpost
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helping point readers in a vague direction. A way of
saying, “Oh, you like X? You might like Y.” There are
no hard rules.
What I can tell you is that I personally know most
of the authors generally associated with grimdark,
and none of them (or us, if your personal definition
includes me in that set) set out to write it. Most had
never even heard of the term.
I think what we’re really seeing is a minor backlash
from the sort of safe, sanitized fantasy novels that
were super-popular in the 80’s and 90’s.
Dragonlance. Forgotten Realms. Xanth. Shannara.
Belgariad. Wheel of Time. Etc.
It’s not to say that the above weren’t great books.
They were. I devoured all that stuff when I was young
and loved it. But as I grew, those stories didn’t grow
with me. No major character ever died, or had
anything other than implied, heterosexual, off camera
adult relations. No one ever went to the bathroom. No
one was tortured or sexually abused. Belief that all
human life was sacred and needed to be protected
above all else was a given for any protagonist.
The more I grew up and learned about the real
world, the less I saw that world reflected in fantasy,
and the harder I found it to relate to. I know I’m not
alone in this, which is why you see authors of my
generation pushing back in different ways.
[GdM] In the Demon Cycle books, a world exists
where mankind cowers in fear each night behind
warded walls. If you lived in that world, what do
you think you would be doing for a living? Do
you have a character that you think of as very
similar to yourself?
[PVB] I think if I lived in that world, I would probably
end up in a demon’s belly. I’m a pretty lousy Warder.
To be fair, I made it hard on purpose. One time some
friends tried to ward their living room for my birthday
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party, and afterward one came to me and said, “Wow,
now I understand why so many people die in your
books!”
I don’t really think there are any characters in the
series similar to me. I think I gave Arlen Bales, my
original protagonist, a similar moral compass to
myself, but Arlen is fearless, whereas I am afraid of
most everything. Like many heroes, he is the person
we wish we could be.
[GdM] What is your opinion on the grimdark subgenre, and do you see the growing of a grimdark
sub-genre as a positive or negative for fantasy as
a whole?
Are there any grimdark authors whose work
intrigues you or that you really enjoy?
[PVB] I think the shift was a necessary and positive
one for readers, but literature is a living, changing
organism. These sorts of things are a pendulum.
Already there is a rebound in YA and other “safer”
reading material to counterbalance the grimdark
movement. This is a good thing, too.
For myself and many other authors I know, it was
GRRM who broke the seal on sanitized fantasy. I
read Game of Thrones and it opened up so many
possibilities. I was already writing what essentially
amounted to Forgotten Realms books with added
adult content, but the way it was mixed with politics
and fully realized characters who worked to their own
ends instead of a set plot showed me how far I could
go. My own work was irrevocably changed after that
point.
GRRM wasn’t the first fantasy author to do this,
but he was the first I had read, and arguably still the
best. Joe Abercrombie and Mark Lawrence are the
other names most commonly associated with
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grimdark, and they are both friends of mine whose
work I enjoy immensely.
[GdM] What character(s) have you written that
you would consider the most grimdark?
[PVB] I don’t think of any of my characters in that
way. They are all fully realized people in my mind with
complex motivations, the products of upbringings I
have mostly shown on the page. I would never try
and write a character to fit a descriptor. People often
ask my advice on writing “morally gray” characters,
and my response is usually a variation on “you’re
putting the cart before the horse”.
[GdM] If you could hoist a couple of beers with
any 2 authors currently writing, who would you
choose and why?
[PVB] I can happily say I have actually done that with
most every author I care about. It’s kind of become a
thing. People in publishing love to drink, and I see
most of the authors in SF on the con/tour circuit, or
when they pass through NYC, where I live. I’ve never
met CS Friedman, though, or Joe Hill. Those would
be pretty great. Odds are everyone here knows who
Joe Hill is and why he is awesome. If you haven’t
read CS Friedman, go pick up the Coldfire trilogy the
moment you’re done reading this magazine. You
won’t regret it.
[GdM] When you find any time to read, which
writers do you turn to?
[PVB] Here’s a list of books I love, in no particular
order. Many are series books; in those cases I just list
my fave:
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A Game of Thrones by George RR Martin
Crown of Shadows by CS Friedman
Shogun by James Clavell
The Elfstones of Shannara by Terry Brooks
Homeland by RA Salvatore
The Shadow Rising by Robert Jordan
His Majesty's Dragon or Uprooted by Naomi Novik
The Runelords by David Farland
The Hobbit, by JRR Tolkien
The Lies of Locke Lamora by Scott Lynch
Master of the Five Magics by Lyndon Hardy
The Subtle Knife Philip Pullman
Half the World, by Joe Abercrombie
[GdM] You are very friendly and interact
frequently with your fans both in public and on
social media.
Was there anything about
becoming a best-selling author that caught you
off guard? Anything you expected to happen that
didn’t?
[PVB] The “bestselling” part caught me pretty solidly
off guard, I can tell you. It was a huge shift to go from
“please someone, anyone, read my book and tell me
what you think” to having long lines of people show
up at signings.
I think the hardest part was learning to be more
extroverted on command. Most writers I know are
introverts. Not unfriendly, but socializing can tire us,
and we need alone time to recharge. I was often the
guy at the party standing awkwardly off to the side
pretending to be super-interested in the décor
because I suck at small talk.
But then you sell your book, and the publisher is
like, “Oh, by the way we need you to travel around
and dace on a ball in front of crowds. Go!” That took
some getting used to. I used to get incredibly anxious
hours or even days before an event. Thankfully, I’ve
been to the rodeo enough times now that I’ve learned
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to relax. My readers are all awesome people I
honestly enjoy interacting with. I only wish there were
more hours in the day to give them all my full
attention while still producing books, being a good
father and partner, and having a life.[GdM]	
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Petals rained down amid cheers of adoration. Astride
my glorious charger at the head of Red March’s finest
cavalry unit, I led the way along the Street of Victory
toward the Red Queen’s palace. Beautiful women
strained to escape the crowd and throw themselves
at me. Men roared their approval. I waved—
Bang. Bang. Bang.
My dream tried to shape the hammering into
something that would fit the story it was telling. I’ve a
good imagination and for a moment everything held
together. I waved to the highborn ladies adorning
each balcony. A manly smirk for my sour-faced
brothers sulking at the back of—
Bang! Bang! Bang!
The tall houses of Vermillion began to crumble,
the crowd started to thin, faces blurred.
BANG! BANG! BANG!
“Ah hell.” I opened my eyes and rolled from the
furs’ warmth into the freezing gloom. “Spring they call
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this!” I struggled shivering into a pair of trews and
hurried down the stairs.
The tavern room lay strewn with empty tankards,
full drunks, toppled benches, and upended tables. A
typical morning at the Three Axes. Maeres sniffed
around a scatter of bones by the hearth, wagging his
tail as I staggered in.
BANG! BANG—
“All right! All right! I’m coming.” Someone had split
my skull open with a rock during the night. Either that
or I had a hell of a hangover. Damned if I knew why a
prince of Red March had to answer his own front
door, but I’d do anything to stop that pounding tearing
through my poor head.
I picked a path through the detritus, stepping over
Erik Three-Teeth’s ale-filled belly to reach the door
just as it reverberated from yet another blow.
“God damn it! I’m here!” I shouted as quietly as I
could, teeth gritted against the pain behind my eyes.
Fingers fumbled with the lock bar and I pulled it free.
“What?” And I hauled the door back. “What?”
I suppose with a more sober and less sleepaddled mind I might have judged it better to stay in
bed. Certainly that thought occurred to me as the fist
caught me square in the face. I stumbled back,
bleating, tripped over Erik, and found myself on my
arse staring up at Astrid, framed in the doorway by a
morning considerably brighter than anything I wanted
to look at.
“You bastard!” She stood hands on hips now. The
brittle light fractured around her, sending splinters into
my eyes but making a wonder of her golden hair and
declaring in no uncertain terms the hour-glass figure
that had set me leering at her on my first day in
Trond.
“W-what?” I shifted my legs off Erik’s bulging
stomach, and shuffled backward on my behind. My
hand came away bloody from my nose. “Angel,
sweetheart—”
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“You bastard!” She stepped after me, hugging
herself now, the cold following her in.
“Well—” I couldn’t argue against “bastard,” except
technically. I put my hand in a puddle of something
decidedly unpleasant and got up quickly, wiping my
palm on Maeres, who’d come over to investigate, tail
still wagging despite the violence offered to his
master.
“Hedwig ver Sorren?” Astrid had murder in her
eyes.
I kept backing away. I might have half a foot over
her in height but she was still a tall woman with a
powerful right arm. “Oh, you don’t want to believe
street talk, my sweets.” I swung a stool between us.
“It’s only natural that Jarl Sorren would invite a prince
of Red March to his halls once he knew I was in town.
Hedwig and I—”
“Hedwig and you what?” She took hold of the stool
as well.
“Uh, we— Nothing really.” I tightened my grip on
the stool legs. If I let go I’d be handing her a weapon.
Even in my jeopardy visions of Hedwig invaded my
mind, brunette, very pretty, wicked eyes, and all a
man could want packed onto a short but inviting body.
“We were barely introduced.”
“It must have been a pretty bare introduction if it
has Jarl Sorren calling out his housecarls to bring you
in for justice!”
“Oh shit.” I let go of the stool. Justice in the north
tends to mean having your ribs broken out of your
chest.
“What’s all the noise?” A sleepy voice from behind
me. I turned to see Edda, barefoot on the stairs, our
bed furs wrapped around her middle, slim legs
beneath, and milk pale shoulders above, her whiteblond hair flowing across them.
Turning away was my mistake. Never take your
eye off a potential foe. Especially after handing them
a weapon.
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From The Liar’s Key by Mark Lawrence, published by
Ace, an imprint of Penguin Publishing Group, a
division of Penguin Random House LLC. Copyright ©
2014 by Bobalinga, Ltd.
Purchase Link: http://www.penguin.com/book/theliars-key-by-mark-lawrence/9780425268803[GdM]	
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Around early autumn the border trail west out of
Valdor was windy as a nobleman’s trap and cold as a
devil’s heart. It was two hundred leagues of forested
inclines and boggy descents, with bears and wolves
and worse lying in wait to fill their bellies before the
long, hard weeks of winter set in. Sometimes there
wasn’t even a path to see, and anyone who didn’t
know the way would be lost quicker than a priest in a
whorehouse. It was hard land, untamed by cities or
farms, and it was a rare kind of man had any
business making a trade in a place so remote, when
the rain pissed down like it was trying to drown you,
and the wind howled and roared till it frayed your wits.
A rare kind of man indeed would make his
business in such a place.
But then Oban Halfwyrd was one of the rarest.
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He’d roamed these trails most of his life, from a
boy at his father’s knee to a man now turning to grey.
Before the first hair had even grown on his chin he’d
been made one of the Wardens. It was an honour
he’d been born to, and a duty he’d live for till he
breathed his last.
The Wardens were an old order, old as the Sword
Kings some said, and the Wardens of the North were
the oldest of them all. They’d patrolled the border with
Golgartha since the War of the Red Snows, back in
the dark days when the northmen had come down
with their stone axes and their wytchworkers looking
for blood and slaves. It had been up to the Wardens
of the North to put the call out then, summoning the
five armies to smash the Golgarthans back to their
icebound holdfasts.
Nowadays, the northmen were too busy fighting
each other to worry about those on their southern
border, so Oban spent most of his days stalking
brigands and trapping bears. It was work he was
uniquely suited to; hard and grim.
But then Oban Halfwyrd was a hard man. . . and
the grimmest.
It was why he was so keenly suited to it; work
other men, ordinary men grown soft in the cities and
towns and villages of the Free States, would never
last long at. Keeping the King’s Peace was no easy
task, and those most fit for it were cut from a very
particular cloth. Dispensing the King’s Justice was a
duty not bestowed on just anyone.
There were some though, that thought it their own
duty, that took it upon themselves to act without the
dispensation granted the Wardens. Some that
believed themselves bestowed such a duty by a
power higher than that of the Crown, men who
claimed to act for the poor and downtrodden but who
answered to no one, not even King Cael himself.
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Today, atop the border trail heading westwards
into Dreldun, it was just such a man Oban found
himself hunting.
There was little sign; the man was clearly
practiced at covering his trail, but Oban had known
these ways for decades and had tracked men and
beasts of all kinds. It was said even the birds would
have trouble hiding their passing from him; there
wasn’t a man alive could evade his pursuit. When his
blood was up and the hunt was on, no bloodhound’s
nose was keener nor falcon’s eye sharper than Oban
Halfwyrd’s.
As he reached the top of the ridge that led down
onto the flatlands and the border with the Northern
Steppes, Oban knew there was only one place his
quarry could be headed. Harrowgard was the last
frontier town before the territory of the Khurtas. More
a fort than a town, it was one of many that lined the
northern extremes of Dreldun, giving early warning of
any attack from the savage lands.
With renewed vigour Oban made his way down
the pass toward the town, his tread as practised and
sure as a mountain goat. It was treacherous
underfoot, and a broken ankle could easily be the
death of a man up here on the high trails, but Oban
hadn’t lived so long because he was a lumbering fool.
It wasn’t long before Harrowgard came into sight.
The town was little more than a maze of thatched
huts, surrounded by a palisade of rough-cut pine
trees, but Harrowgard’s fame didn’t come from her
looks. She’d seen off attacks from the Khurtas of the
north for over a hundred years, and in all that time
had never once been overrun, which couldn’t be said
for most of the other border towns.
The Khurtas were a savage breed, persistent, sly,
and sooner or later they’d find a way to breach a
town’s defences so the slaughter could begin. Not so
with Harrowgard. Its militia were a hardy lot, the
trappers and hunters that did their trade there the
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roughest bunch a man could meet. It was due to this
that Oban checked his knife was loose in its sheath
and his axe was where he could easily bring it to
hand should he need it.
Two sentries stood up on the palisade, their spear
points looking nasty as a wolf’s teeth. They saw Oban
approaching and before he was within twenty paces
the gate opened before him. It had been a year since
he’d been here, and a lot could happen in a year, but
clearly they remembered him. It was times like this he
was glad of his reputation. Sometimes it made his life
easier.
Sometimes it didn’t.
Inside those wooden walls you wouldn’t have
known Harrowgard was a town on the frontier, a town
under the constant, baleful eye of the Khurtas. There
weren’t too many smiling faces, that’s for sure, but
people still went about their business as normal; an
old woman washing clothes, children playing in the
dirt, a smith hammering out a horseshoe, the sound
of it rising high over the town like a funeral bell.
Despite the safety of the walls Oban felt
uncomfortable, even here, even in this sorry excuse
for. . . what did they call it? Civilisation?
They could keep it as far as he was concerned. He
far preferred open country, walking the secret paths
few men trod. This place, with its walls and its
wooden shacks, felt cloying, strangling him, holding
him in as though he were chained in a cell.
It was for that reason Oban didn’t tarry. He had a
job to do, and do it he would. . . as quick as he was
bloody well able.
There was a wood hut at the end of the row and
though it bore no sign nor name of any kind, Oban
knew it to be the alehouse. It also passed for an inn,
though the rooms were nothing more than straw beds
in an adjoining stable. He had to watch his back in
here, and not just because his quarry’s trail led right
to the door. A year or so before, Oban had seen a
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man slit from ear to ear over a game of dice and it
wouldn’t do to lower his guard, not now, not when he
was so close to ending this sorry affair.
The door opened with a squeak and Oban walked
in. Some faces looked up, seeing him there in his
furs, looking like one of a thousand mountain men
who passed by this way. A couple even recognised
him for who he was but no one took much notice.
No one but the man he’d come to find.
He was easily recognisable, sitting in the corner
far from the light. Had any other man come searching
they might not have spotted him there in the dark, but
Oban knew exactly what he was looking for. The man
looked up when Halfwyrd walked in. Only half a look,
mind, only the briefest glance, but it was obvious he
knew who had come for him. He wore black, a cloak
over his shoulder, his lean face tilted down, his eyes
in shadow. As Oban walked toward him he knew
there’d be weapons beneath the table he sat behind,
a weapon in his cloak, at his belt. . . hells, even in his
boots most likely.
Oban sat on a stool opposite the man, with
nothing but a simple oak table between them. He
could have tried to take him by surprise, could have
tried shooting an arrow from across the room, but
Oban was one of the Wardens. It was his job to keep
the King’s Peace, not start fights in alehouses where
some unlucky bugger might get cut or killed.
Besides, Oban was nothing if not fair. He always
liked to give a man a chance to come peaceful-like.
Even if that man was a dark and dangerous bastard.
‘You know me, Rook?’ Oban asked, using the old
northern name for the Lord of Crows’ Dead Priests.
‘The name’s Pike,’ said the man, without looking
up, his face still in darkness. ‘And I’m guessing you’re
the one’s been dogging my trail since west of Valdor.’
‘That I am. You almost lost me a time or two, as
well. That’s not an easy feat for any man. But you
ain’t any man, are you, Pike?’
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‘You know what I am, Warden.’
Oban knew, all right. He was one of the Dead
Priests who followed the Lord of Crows, the Old God
of the dead. They were an ancient order, older even
than the Wardens, and when the peasants and serfs
of the Free States didn’t feel they’d been served the
King’s Justice it was the Rooks they turned to.
‘I know what you are. I know you killed a district
sheriff south of Fallow Rock, and you’ll have to
answer for it.’
Pike looked up then, showing his face and the
eyes set in it. They were old eyes. Eyes that had
witnessed a long life, full of hardship. Eyes steeped in
wisdom and hard-won knowledge. Oban would have
liked to talk long and late with a man behind eyes like
that, but talking wasn’t his purpose here.
‘Aye, that I did,’ said Pike, nodding his agreement.
‘And that I will. What say you let me finish my ale
before we head for the road?’
Oban glanced down at the half-empty tankard in
front of Pike, then nodded.
‘I don’t see the harm in it.’
Pike nodded his thanks and took a drink.
‘You know why I killed him, Warden?’ he said as
he placed his tankard back on the oak table.
Oban knew, all right. He’d asked around. He knew
the tales. . . and believed them too.
‘Because that sheriff raped a girl,’ Oban replied.
‘Because he left her with child and wouldn’t pay no
bastard’s sum. Because she killed herself rather than
raise the child alone and in disgrace.’
‘No,’ said Pike, his expression grim, his eyes
looking into Oban as though they could read his
heart. ‘I killed him because you and yours stood by
and did nothing.’
‘Weren’t nothing we could do,’ Oban replied, quick
on the defensive. ‘Her word against his was no proof.’
Pike stared, and in that moment the two of them
knew that was nothing of an answer. In his heart
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Oban knew the girl’s claim to be true, and he felt the
shame of it in his gut.
‘Is that what you call the King’s Justice?’ Pike
asked.
‘It’s as good a justice as anyone can hope for.’
Pike shook his head. ‘You know that’s not true,
Warden. That’s why most folk end up asking for the
Crow’s Justice.’
‘Aye, that’s as may be. But that justice ain’t
sanctioned by the Crown. The King’s is. So if you’ll
finish that ale we’ll be on our way. It’s a long road and
treacherous, and I’d rather be off sooner than late.’
Pike shook his head. ‘The Dead Priests act for the
people, Warden. We give justice to the poor. Justice
to those that can’t afford the King’s favour.’
Oban could hear the scraping of chairs behind
him, the squeak of that door opening as some of the
other patrons sensed violence coming and decided to
be elsewhere when it kicked off.
‘You’re a murderer,’ said Oban, sensing the
coming violence himself. ‘You Rooks are all the
same. Taking the law into your own hands. Killing
who you please and telling everyone it’s the will of the
Lord of Crows. Well, I’m here to tell you it ain’t. I’m
here to take you back, or enough of you as will stand
for proof you’re dead.’
Pike smiled at that one. ‘And I’m ready for it –
ready for death. What about you, Warden? When you
finally meet the Lord of Crows, when you finally have
to stand before him and he gives you one last boon,
what will you ask for?’
Oban had never really thought on it. He didn’t put
much store by the Old Gods, nor the new for that
matter. It was legend that the Old God of the dead
would come to take you to the heavens or the hells,
but you’d get one last chance to put something right
before you went. Oban had no regrets though; he’d
lived a life he loved for as long as anyone could have
hoped for.
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‘I reckon I might find out soon enough,’ he replied,
hand moving down to the knife at his thigh.
‘Aye,’ said Pike. ‘I reckon you just might.’
Oban expected Pike to go for a weapon then,
expected him to come at him across that table like a
devil from the pits. He hadn’t expected Pike to fling
the tankard that still sat between them right at his
head.
It bounced off his nose, what remained of the
warm ale splashing on his face, in his eyes, on his
lips, tasting bitter and tepid. It didn’t hurt, but it served
to distract him just long enough for Pike to surge to
his feet, knocking the table back and putting Oban off
balance.
The knife was in his hand now as he staggered
back, shoulders hunching, ready to strike or parry as
necessary, but he needn’t have bothered. Instead of
attacking, Pike was off and away across the room.
Oban was blocking his way to the door, but Pike
didn’t seem too bothered about that. He moved
towards the only window in the place, rickety slats
letting the daylight creep into the room all wan and
pale.
Pike didn’t pause to open it but flung himself
through the window, smashing the slats to kindling as
he went and leaving Oban standing there with the
knife in his hand, as much use as if he’d been holding
his cock.
None too keen to go leaping after him through the
window, Oban ran to the door, skittering past the few
folk still left in the place. As he raced out onto the
street he sheathed his knife and shrugged the bow
from his shoulder, nocking as he ran, eyes peeled for
sign of Pike rushing off into the distance. He could
hear a commotion; voices raised in anger, something
being overturned, and he moved in that direction, his
blood up now, eyes staring, ears pricked like a wolf’s.
When he rounded the corner he saw an upturned
barrel, some woman on her arse, looking off to the
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north. Oban followed her gaze, tramping through the
muddy street as fast as he could, breathing hard,
running hard, but not hard enough. He got to the end
of the street in time to see Pike up ahead, already
mounting the ladder to the wooden walkway that ran
the perimeter of the stockade. The Rook was about to
leap over the edge and off to freedom but suddenly
stopped and turned. Oban aimed, pulling back on the
bowstring, his target dead in his sights.
Pike looked down at him and smiled.
It was enough to give Oban pause.
He’d killed countless men in countless ways:
stabbed them, shot them, strangled them, even
gutted one with a stag’s antler. They usually
screamed, spat blood or cursed his name, but he’d
never killed any bastard who was smiling at him.
That pause, less time than it took to draw breath,
was all the time Pike needed to spin round, clear the
wooden palisade and disappear.
Oban could have cursed himself for a fool, but
surely it weren’t right to kill a man who shot you a
grin.
What a bloody trick.
But he still had his job to do and as soon as Pike
had gone over the wall, Oban ran shouting and
wailing for the gate to be opened. The two sentries
lifted the crossbeam while he was still yelling, doing
their best to accommodate him but, despite their
haste, by the time the gate was opened Pike had
disappeared into the woods to the north. His sign was
easy to follow, though; he was moving too quick to
hide it, and Oban was right in pursuit, arrow still
nocked, face fixed and determined.
If that bastard flashed him another smile he
wouldn’t make the same mistake; he’d see if Pike
could still grin with an arrow through his teeth.
Oban broke the tree line. What light shone through
the cloud was suddenly snuffed, and he paused until
his eyes had adjusted and he could make out the trail
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– a quivering branch or a half print in the soft earth.
Pike wasn’t far. . . not far at all.
The wind was getting up, the canopy above
swaying and rustling, and Oban couldn’t hear a thing
above the noise. As he followed the prints he noticed
they began to shorten as Pike’s pace slowed. The
trees ahead were dense and Oban slowed to a walk,
scanning all around him for sign of danger – that
black-clad Rook could be lying in wait, hiding in the
shadows with a naked blade ready to stick it
somewhere Oban wouldn’t like. He could be anywh. .
.
Pike was up ahead, standing right in front of him.
Oban pulled his bowstring taut, but waited.
What was he doing, just standing there waiting like
he’d given up?
No, that wasn’t the way of the Rooks; they never
gave up.
Pike looked at him, his brow furrowed, then he
lifted a hand, signalling for Oban to stop.
There was no way he was going to be fooled a
second time – Halfwyrd was no one’s bloody fool.
As Oban raised his bow, Pike pointed to his left.
Oban was about to curse him, about to shout out and
ask how stupid Pike thought he was, when something
came screaming at him from the shadows. He barely
had time to raise his bow and block the axe that came
scything down.
The bow was cleaved in two, the arrow sent flying
off into the canopy. Oban dashed back, pulling knife
and axe from his belt. He could see his attacker now,
animal skins adorning his powerful frame, scars,
piercings and warpaint marring his face and body.
A hunter of the Khurtas.
The attack was ferocious, an onslaught fuelled by
an animal’s rage. Oban was hard pressed to defend
himself against it. The axe came swinging in left then
right as Oban retreated. Before he could even think to
counter his foot caught a tree root and he went
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tumbling backwards, the knife falling from his grip as
he hit the ground.
The Khurta screamed in triumph, his axe raised
high, and all Oban could do was watch as it came
crashing down.
But it didn’t land.
The Khurta’s scream of victory was cut short by a
length of razor steel that suddenly shot from his neck.
Pike then pulled his weapon clear and let the savage
fall.
‘On your feet, Warden,’ said the Rook. ‘They never
travel alone.’
Oban scrambled to his feet, grabbing his fallen
knife and, as though summoned by Pike’s words,
more Khurtas came howling from the dark of the
wood.
This time though, Oban was ready.
The first came straight at him, blue and black
warpaint cutting across his face like a bear had
clawed away his flesh. His teeth were sharpened to
points and looked almost as nasty as the curved
sword he carried in one hand. The blade thrust at
Oban’s belly. He parried with the knife, his axe
coming in, quick and neat. It took the Khurta in the
shoulder, turning that cry of rage into a scream of
pain. The savage staggered back, but Oban didn’t
relent, hacking in with his knife once, twice, and
making a bloody mess of the Khurta’s throat.
As his foe fell back Oban faced the next one,
barely registering Pike, who was moving in the
periphery, fighting his own enemies with deadly
efficiency, each cut of his blades slicing an artery,
slashing a throat or bursting an eyeball.
The second Khurta charged in. Oban’s axe
blocked the blade but the force of the attack sent
them both sprawling.
Oban twisted, trying to get on top, trying to get an
edge, but his attacker was strong, fast and young.
Not that it bothered Oban. He could handle himself in
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a bloody scrap. They rolled over in the dirt, the Khurta
growling like a dog in a pit fight, but Oban somehow
managed to get behind him, somehow managed to
clamp his arm around the bastard’s throat. The
Khurta gasped, fingers like claws trying to tear
Oban’s arm off, fishing for his eyes, grabbing at his
balls, but there was no way Oban was going to let go.
As his foe began to weaken, Oban squeezed all the
harder, willing the air from his lungs, willing him to die.
All the while Pike fought on, his speed dazzling,
blades flashing, sending sprays of crimson flying from
the two Khurtas that remained.
By the time the one in Oban’s arms went slack,
Pike had four corpses at his feet, piles of painted
meat good for nothing but carrion.
‘Have you finished?’ asked Pike, wiping the blood
from his blades and sheathing them at his side.
‘Aye, I reckon,’ Oban replied, rising gingerly. The
pain from the fight hadn’t settled in yet, but he knew
he’d feel it in the morning.
Pike eyed him warily, his hand still close to his
blades should he need them, but Oban had other
things on his mind now.
‘This is a scouting party,’ he said, looking at the
seven corpses fast cooling in the shade of the trees.
‘They wouldn’t have come this far south on their own.
They must be ahead of a bigger host.’
Pike nodded. ‘Aye, but how big? If it’s just a few
tribesmen looking for slaves and steel we should
warn Harrowgard. But if it’s more, if it’s a whole clan
come looking for war, Baron Harlan will have to be
told and his bannermen raised.’
‘Only one way to find out, I suppose,’ Oban
replied.
He moved to where the Khurtas had come howling
from the trees, looking for their sign so he could track
it to the source. Pike didn’t move, still watching,
hands still at his sides, close to the handles of those
blades.
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‘And what about our business, Warden?’
Oban stopped, looking at the Rook standing there
tense and ready for another fight.
‘I reckon our business can wait,’ he said. ‘There’s
other matters need my attention. So are you going to
help me or not?’
Pike seemed to relax some. ‘Guess I will.’
Though Oban didn’t show it, he was glad of Pike’s
choice; he’d shown himself handy in a fight. What
he’d done in Valdor needed answering for, but right
now that wasn’t important. Oban didn’t know what
odds he was up against, and it was better facing them
with someone at his back – even if that man was a
priest to the god of death.
The pair moved north. Oban had to give it to those
Khurtas – they knew how to move through the brush.
There was hardly any sign, and a lot of time Oban
had to make his way blind until he picked up their trail
again. Pike moved alongside as silent as the dead,
and on occasion Oban didn’t even know he was
there.
They moved north until nightfall, only stopping
when the light had waned so far as to kill any hope of
seeing a trail. Oban crouched down, his back to the
bole of a tree, pulling his fur cloak about his
shoulders. Where Pike was he couldn’t tell, but he
was sure the Rook was doing similar. It wouldn’t do to
build a fire with Khurtas on the prowl. Best to spend
the night cold and hungry than wake with your throat
slit wide.
Oban hardly slept, but then on the wilderness trails
a man who slept soundly was most likely never to
wake again. As soon as the first light began to
encroach through the trees, Oban was up, stamping
his feet and rubbing the cold out of his veins. Before
he could even wonder where the Rook had gotten to,
Pike was at his shoulder. They didn’t speak, but then
they didn’t have to. This wasn’t a time for bartering
words and it was clear Pike knew it. Oban had to
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admit he liked that. Wasn’t often he met a man wasn’t
a Warden who was as like-minded in purpose. He
guessed that’s why Pike had been so hard in the
tracking.
The trail was easy to pick up again. Oban took
some dried meat from his pack to stop the grumbling
in his belly and even offered a sliver to Pike, who took
it with a grateful nod. Soon enough it was like the two
of them had been travelling side by side for months
as they moved further north.
As the day wore on the woodland was gradually
replaced by rocky scrub that rose up ahead of them
towards a ridge. The forest thinned out and so too did
the trail, but Oban wasn’t worried about losing his
quarry. He knew they were somewhere close.
Pike slowed, his hands slipping to the blades at
his side. Oban pulled his axe, wishing his bow was
still in one piece. He far preferred taking down
Khurtas from a distance rather than up close. . . if not
just because of the smell.
They moved up toward the ridge, and Oban’s
unease began to grow. This place was unfamiliar,
and the fact he didn’t know the lay of the land
bothered him more than he could say. He relied on
knowing his terrain, knowing the best vantage points
for ambush, knowing where the rivers and streams
were to hide your scent and sign. Here he was in the
open, exposed, and he didn’t like it one bit.
As the men made their way up to the edge of the
ridge Pike raised a hand for him to slow.
Could he hear something Oban couldn’t?
Not likely – Oban’s senses were keener than most
– but he did as the Rook signalled. When they were
near the lip of the rise, Pike dropped to his knees and
began to crawl, Oban doing the same. When he
reached the top, what he saw filled him with dread.
Below was a wide, flat valley. Sitting in it,
spreading far to the north, was the biggest horde
Oban had ever seen.
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He stared for long moments; at the hide tents, at
the guttering campfires, at the wild men with their wild
hair and their scarred flesh as they moved about in
silence. For how long he stared Oban couldn’t tell, but
he suddenly realised he was holding his breath, and
let it out in a long audible sigh of despair.
This was no mere war party. This was no single
tribe on the hunt for glory and blood and slaves.
This was an invading army.
‘Lord, there’s thousands of them,’ Pike whispered.
Oban could hear the fear in his voice, and that in
itself unmanned him still further. If a priest of the Lord
of Crows was afraid of something, then it was bloody
well worth fearing.
‘Fifty thousand, maybe,’ Oban replied. ‘All the
tribes united. Must have been a mighty war leader
brought this lot together.’
‘We have to warn the baron.’
‘The king, more like. It’ll take more than Baron
Harlan’s bannermen to see off these bastards.’
‘Either way,’ said Pike, already moving back down
the ridge, ‘we need to get out of here.’
Oban didn’t need telling twice, and he moved after
the Rook, barely able to take his eyes from the horde
sprawled out across the valley floor.
They moved quick now, back down the ridge and
towards the woods, all thoughts of stealth blown to
the winds. There was a time for creeping and there
was a time for running, and Oban was damn well sure
he knew what this one was.
Before they could make it to the safety of the tree
line Pike stopped, hand moving to his side. Oban
couldn’t see what had him spooked, but he pulled up
just the same, hand on his axe, eyes scanning the
trees.
He was about to ask what was up when he saw
something move from within the forest. His heart
sank, fingers twitching, yearning for his bow, eyes
flashing quick to left and right looking for a way of
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escape but there wasn’t one, only the valley behind
and the trees ahead.
The Khurtas crept out of the wood, eyes hungry,
weapons drawn. There must have been a dozen of
them, perhaps more still lurking beyond the tree line,
but Oban didn’t pay them much heed. He was
watching the woman walking at their head, leading
them on like they were her faithful pack.
She was all decked in leather cut tight to her
frame, sheathed blade at her side, and it was clear
she was no Khurtic barbarian. Her black hair was tied
in a knot and her face was sharp, aquiline and
bearing a wry smile. It was her eyes struck him most
of all though, all glittery and golden in that beautiful
face.
Oban had heard about the Elharim of the far
northern Riverlands in stories, heard about their
immortal lusts and cruelties, and this woman seemed
a fitting embodiment of their arrogant pride. He had
never seen her like before, and part of him hoped he
never would again.
‘You are far from home,’ she said, stopping a few
feet before them. Her Khurtas fanned out, moving to
the flanks, outmanoeuvring them, and as much as
Oban hated being outmanoeuvred there wasn’t a
damn thing he could do about it.
‘As are you,’ Pike replied. ‘Since when did the
Elharim keep company with Khurtas?’
Her smile widened at that. ‘Since my lord Amon
Tugha defeated their warchiefs and united their
tribes. And since he took a fancy to your kingdom.’
She smiled the wider, looking at them with those
eyes, cruel and beautiful all at once. Oban almost lost
himself to the alluring lilt of her voice, despite the dire
implication of her words.
‘But you shouldn’t worry about that, southron. You
should worry about me.’ She laid a hand on her blade
as the savages surrounding her prepared to attack.
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‘Guess we won’t be delivering that message, after
all,’ said Oban, hand on his axe. If these bastards
were going to slaughter him where he stood he’d be
sure to take a couple with him.
Pike didn’t reply, but he didn’t go for his weapons
either. Instead, he reached behind him, pulling
something from a pouch at his belt, and before the
Khurtas could move he’d thrown it down in front of
him.
The ground exploded.
There was no sound, no deafening crack nor
violent hiss, but it was like being hit in the face by a
thunderstorm all the same. The air turned grey as ash
and Oban was blinded in an instant, gasping for air
that wouldn’t come. He flailed around, panic gripping
him as he realised he was surrounded by enemies
and couldn’t see a bloody thing.
Someone grabbed his arm. Instinct told him to
fight against it, to pull away and run for his life, but he
knew it couldn’t be one of the Khurtas – they wouldn’t
be grabbing, they’d be stabbing.
Pike was strong for a wiry bastard, and Oban was
dragged stumbling and tripping from the grey cloud
and into the trees. He could hear the Khurtas
screaming and cursing in their foul tongue as they
floundered behind, but he knew they’d be coming
after them soon enough.
The pair raced through the trees as fast as they
could. Oban’s eyes were streaming from the cloying
dust, but his sight was gradually returning.
‘Never figured you for a hedge witch,’ said Oban
when he could breathe again.
‘There’s much can be learned from the hags of the
wilds if you choose to talk rather than burn them,’
replied Pike.
Oban had never burned anyone in his life, but he
knew it happened and he knew it was the Wardens
that sanctioned it. He guessed there was nothing
more to say on that one.
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The two of them ran on, but for every pace they
took they could hear the Khurtas gaining. They
howled like dogs, relishing the hunt, and Oban knew
it was only a matter of time before they caught up –
with his old bones he was never going to outdistance
them.
He and Pike came out of the trees at a rocky
ledge, the cliff edge dropping away before them. A
noise rose above the bloodcurdling screams of the
approaching Khurtas, and Oban looked down to see
a wide and violent river a hundred feet below them,
its white water crashing furiously against the rocks on
either side.
‘What now?’ he said, raising his voice above the
din.
Before Pike could answer, the Khurtas came
screaming from the trees, half a dozen of them, wild
eyed and ready for the kill. The time for questions
was over.
Pike went at them like he had before, face a
determined mask, blades slashing. Oban would have
liked to watch him go to work, but he had problems of
his own. Two of them came at him with murder in
their eyes.
But it wasn’t like Oban couldn’t dish out some
murder of his own.
His axe came up to block and he ducked, slashing
out with his knife and severing tendons in his
attacker’s leg. The first Khurta went down with a howl.
The second was no more trouble as Oban rolled
away, coming up hacking, taking the bastard out
before he knew what had hit him.
There was little time to gloat though, before an
arrow came whistling from the trees to take him in the
thigh. Oban grunted, snarling at the pain and his bad
bloody luck. He dropped to one knee, looking up in
time to see Pike take out the last of his opponents,
but there were more. There were always more.
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The Khurtas waited though, standing at the edge
of the trees in no hurry it seemed, but then Oban and
Pike weren’t going anywhere. As the arrow in his leg
started to burn, the Elharim woman walked out into
the open.
‘You’ve led us a merry little dance, but I think it’s
over now,’ she called over the sound of the river.
Oban glanced towards the edge of the cliff,
hearing the roar of the white water a hundred feet
below, and he knew she was right.
‘Don’t suppose you have anymore magick tricks
up your sleeve?’ Oban asked.
Pike only shook his head. ‘No, but one of us still
has to take the word south.’
Oban glanced at the Khurtas, who were watching
them hungrily. ‘And how in the bloody hells do you
think we’re going to do that?’
‘I’m going to make a diversion for you.’
‘In case you hadn’t noticed, I’m not too spry on my
feet right now,’ he replied, the arrow in his thigh
stinging like a white hot brand.
‘You know the ways south better than me, and
these bastards would never find your trail.’
Oban glanced toward the cliff edge and the river
that ran beyond. ‘You don’t have to die here, Pike.
We can both make it.’
Pike smiled, though it looked as cold as the waters
running swift below. ‘Not likely, Warden. I can’t swim.’
Oban had no time to answer. Pike was off, those
blades swinging in his hands. At first the Khurtas
made to charge in, but the Elharim raised her hand,
halting them with the gesture. She took a step
forward and it seemed an almost languid move as
she faced Pike’s weapons moving with blurred speed.
But her sword came up faster, meeting each swipe of
those blades, the sound ringing out above the noise
of the river. They danced around one another, Pike
with a look of grim determination, the Elharim almost
amused.
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The Khurtas were mesmerised by the dance, but
Oban saw his opportunity. Slowly, he made his way
to the edge of the cliff, wincing with every movement
as the arrow bit into his thigh, the wound stinging like
it was tainted with venom. He managed to drag
himself to the lip, hearing the roar of the river even
louder, seeing it crashing down the gorge. As he
looked back he saw Pike stagger back, the Elharim’s
blade having sliced a crimson line from shoulder to
elbow. One of the swords fell from his grip, but still he
didn’t stop, striking in again, only to have his deadly
thrusts turned aside with casual ease.
Another flurry of her weapon and Pike’s thigh was
opened up, a spray of blood coating the rocks as he
dropped to his knees.
Oban struggled to his feet. Over the sound of the
river crashing far below he couldn’t hear a thing, but
he could see Pike and the Elharim exchanging words.
The Rook knew he was about to die but faced it with
defiance. Oban could only admire him for that.
If the Elharim shared his admiration she didn’t
show it, smiling with pleasure as she spun her blade
one last time and thrust it through Pike’s chest.
The Khurtas howled their approval, quickly turning
their attention to Oban, who stood teetering on the
brink. He looked down, in no hurry to fling himself into
the icy waters below – if he even made the waters
before he was dashed on the rocks. When he looked
back he saw the Elharim approaching.
‘Come, southron,’ she said above the din of
rushing water. ‘There is nowhere to go. Do not fear –
you will find my lord an agreeable host.’
Like fuck he would.
He would most likely find himself tortured, then
thrown to the Khurtas so they could finish off the job.
Though he was in no hurry to meet his end, the quick
way out was much preferable to the alternative.
Without a word, Oban leaned back into nothing.
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He’d expected the fall to be longer, to go spinning
and reeling through the sky, but no sooner had he
stepped back and felt the lurching sensation in his gut
than he was engulfed by the icy cold and the
darkness. It surrounded him so tight he couldn’t draw
breath. It squeezed him like a fist, crushing him with
its absolute finality.
There was a sudden squall, a rush of bubbling
white water caught him and he spun, turning,
tumbling, caught in the vortex. His head glanced off a
rock, jarring him, spinning him yet further as he
clawed desperately. Something hit his leg, snapping
the shaft of the arrow embedded in his thigh and he
screamed a silent scream beneath the surface of the
river.
A flash of light cut the dark, showing him the
surface, showing him life. Urgency suddenly gripped
him. His lungs gave up the ghost and he was forced
to gasp for breath. It filled his throat, invaded his
lungs with ice-cold water and he gagged, feeling it
filling him with its doom. Oban pumped arms and
legs, feeling a clutch of hope as he moved towards
the surface, but for every stroke he took towards the
light the current pulled him farther along, farther
down, twisting him, spinning him in its embrace.
Teeth gnashed, arms and legs thrashed frantically.
Even though his lungs were filling with water and he
could not drag an ounce of air into them he still
struggled, still willed himself to fight against the death
that was pulling him further into darkness.
His hand broke the surface, clawing for purchase,
but there was nothing there. He sank, fought once
more and his other arm managed to reach out,
grasping a rocky outcrop, slowing him, but his weight
and the river’s current pulled him from the slick stone.
With a titanic effort he reached out again, pumping
arms and legs until his head broke the surface. He
tried to breathe but his lungs were full; only water
spurted from his mouth. He could feel himself
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becoming groggy, lack of air causing shadows to form
across his eyes.
Before he could succumb to the dark, he was
suddenly washed to the bank, freed from the river’s
deathly embrace, and he scrabbled across the stony
shore on all fours gagging for his life. He retched cold
water, dry-heaved, retched again, his whole body
convulsing as he vomited onto the earth beneath him.
With his lungs clear he managed to suck in some air,
then was sick again. With every breath he let out a
pitiful moan, tears streaming from his eyes. He was
exhausted, nauseated, his throat and nose burning
with the sting of puke, his leg throbbing, head
pounding, lacking the strength to do anything but
collapse to the wet earth.
There, lying in a pool of his own sick, he allowed
himself to succumb to darkness.
He didn’t dream. There was only black behind
Oban’s eyes as he lay on the rocks beside the river.
Only oblivion consuming him in its endless
embrace.
His eyes flicked open, seeing the world on its side,
skewed but reassuringly real in the waning daylight.
In the background he could hear the sound of the
river flowing past. It had tried to kill him earlier, tried to
suck him down to its depths, but now it whispered a
sweet song as though it hadn’t tried to murder him at
all.
He realised he was shivering. Freezing on the wet
rock of the riverbank. Carefully he moved, trying to lift
himself up on weak arms. The fight for his life in the
river had left him exhausted, but he had to move, had
to get some blood flowing into his limbs or he was
going to freeze to death.
It wasn’t until he tried to rise to his feet that he
realised someone was watching him.
Instinctively his hand went to his belt, but the knife
and axe were gone, lost to the river.
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The figure sat some way from the bank, back
resting against the bole of a tree. Oban wasn’t sure if
he should fight or run – though running was pretty
much out of the question now. The arrowhead still
stuck in his leg burned, but the cold helped to numb
the pain some. Fighting was also a bad idea, since he
was unarmed and exhausted.
He supposed he was pretty much fucked.
‘Evening,’ he called out.
It was as good a greeting as any. What was he
supposed to say? Did you see me just wash up there
on the bank? I nearly drowned, you know. Not sure
how in the hells I survived, but there you go. Got any
spare clothes? I’m frigging soaked.
The figure didn’t answer, just sat there in the
shadow of the tree. Oban took a limping step forward,
squinting through the gloom. He could make out the
silhouette in the dark but couldn’t see any features.
‘You all right under there?’ he asked. It sounded
stupid the moment it left his lips, considering his own
condition. ‘I’m Oban. What’s your name?’
The figure didn’t move, didn’t turn its head nor
nothing, but Oban heard the answer clear as day.
‘You know who I am, Oban Halfwyrd.’
And though it seemed impossible, though it went
against everything he’d ever seen or heard or
believed, Oban instantly knew who it was.
A chill went up him then, a chill that was colder
than the river he’d crawled from, colder than winter
snow or northern winds.
‘You’re the Lord of Crows,’ he answered.
And he knew it to be true.
Perhaps he hadn’t survived the river, after all.
‘And you know why I am here?’
Oban nodded. He knew exactly why he was here
– come to take old Oban Halfwyrd off to the hells or
the heavens, whichever it was judged he deserved
the best.
And as he thought on that, he started to laugh.
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He laughed long and loud enough that it echoed
up through that valley, over the sound of the river and
cut through the coming night.
‘Why do you laugh, Oban Halfwyrd?’
Oban stopped, noticing for the first time that every
branch in the surrounding trees housed a bird; dark
and black against the ink-coloured sky.
‘Just thinking how different it is believing a thing,
and seeing a thing. That Rook believed, and I guess
he’d never once seen you before. And yet here I am,
with you right in front of me, and I’m still not sure
you’re real.’ He shook his head and his grin turned to
grimace. ‘But I guess not believing don’t change the
situation any. Come on then; we’d best be off. I’m
starting to feel the cold in my bones, and I guess
where I’m headed there’s a nice big fire to warm
myself by.’
‘So eager, Oban Halfwyrd? That is unusual.’
‘Well, I’m not one for dwelling on a thing.’
‘No, you are not. But dwell on this a moment.
Were I to offer you a boon, one last request, a chance
to change something before your time is over, what
would it be?’
Oban looked into the shadows at the figure sitting
there. He thought about his years roaming the wilds,
of the life he had led, of the other lives he could have
had – a home, a wife, a family. But he’d never wanted
that.
Not that he didn’t have regrets.
There had been failures, yes; men who had
beaten him, escaped his wrath. And there had been
men he had killed who perhaps hadn’t deserved it.
But despite all this he had lived a good life. He had
served and been proud to serve. He had protected
his country, walked the dark paths so others didn’t
have to. He had kept the common folk of the Free
States safe in their beds.
Until now.
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There was one last failure that might bring doom
to his countrymen. One last failure that could not be
allowed to stand.
‘I would warn my king what is coming,’ he replied.
‘I would give him a chance to raise his armies so he
could turn back the Khurtas and send their Elharim
chief to the hells that spawned him.’
No sooner had Oban said the words than the trees
erupted.
A thousand fluttering wings broke the silence, a
thousand black shapes took to the sky and Oban
staggered back, closing his eyes against the
onslaught.
When he opened them again he was lying on that
pebbled riverbank once more, the Lord of Crows and
his black-winged host gone to the winds.
All that was left were the singsong tune of the river
and the cold of the night.
Oban stood gingerly, took a glance at the stars
and they showed him the way south.
Without another thought he made his way along
the riverbank.
There were a lot of leagues and a lot of pain to
come, but Oban would suffer it, and with any luck
he’d make it to Harrowgard in one piece.
And with any luck he’d beat the storm that was
coming after him.[GdM]	
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